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The sixth annual
Festival of Trees is
being held in the
old J.C. Penney's
building
downtown. The show
runs through Dec,
4. Admission is $3
general. $1 children under 12.
Proceeds go to the
St. Alphonsus Regional
Medical
Center. Cancer
Care Services.

Week ~f events planned for MLK celebration
by Holly M. Anderson
The University

News

birthday of Martin Luther King, Jr.
be observed on campus by the dismissal of classes Monday Jan. 15,
1990. We feel thatbecause Idaho is
one of the last three states yet to
observe MLK day, it is the responsibility of the University to create
public awareness and to set an example to the rest of the community
' through observance of this day."
I
However, the petition drive has
now been called off according to
Eric Love, Black Student Union
presidentandorganizeroftheMartin
Luther King Celebration at BSU.
"While
he cannot cancel
classes, Dr, Keiser has agreed to
write a memo asking professors to
dismiss students from their classes,"

.The Boise appearance of Martin Luther King III on Ian. 17 will
highlight the celebrations planned
at BSU in honor of the late civil
rights activist Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. Also on the agenda are a
rally, several workshops and a thematic art exhibit
The first workshop, Human
RightsExamlChallenge, will beheld
on Jan. 15 at 10 a.m. and will be
followed by a march on the state
capitol. Two other workshops will
be conducted that afternoon.
Although the state ofIdahodoes
not recognize Martin Luther King,
Jr. Day as a legal holiday, BSU
President John Keiser said he will
notify faculty members that students
may be excused from theirmorning
classes Jan. 15 ----c' the first day of
.. spring semester to attend the program.
Keiser said that students who
wish to attend the the opening workshop and rally and miss morning
classes will not be penalized. "I
cannot declare a full holiday," he i
said. "Only Ii.le legislature can do

I

that"
Last week, members of the
Black Student Union began circu- :
. latinga petition requestingvthat the

BSUPresident John Keiser.

Love said. "We have got him to do
everything he can do."
.
Black Student Union member
Deanah Messenger, who was soliciting signatures for the petition.said
she is also convinced Keiser has
done everything possible to-assist
the program and that she believes
the success of the program is now
up to BSU students.
"Our nation is suffering from
this great racist wound. It is time to
startto heal the wound. Celebrating
this day could be one of the ways to
show we are at least willing to try,"
Messenger said.
Martin Luther King III will
speak at 8: 15 p.m, Jan. 17 in the
Student Union Ballroom. An elected
member, of the Fulton County
Commission in Georgia sinec 1986,
Martin Luther King III has worked
to promote equal employment opportunities within the county and
supported minority business enter- I
prises. He was also instrumental is
getting the legislation passed to.
make his father's birthday a national holiday.
Keiser encourages students,
. faculty and staff to attend Martin
Luther King Ill's Iecture.iandas
:. many of the othereventsplanned
as
possible, saying he believes BSU's
Martin Luther King, Jr. celebration
to be "cooperative and progreso.
sive.program." .

a

Idaho's Centennial

Year Celebration

DATEaIME
Monday. Jan. 15
10 a.m. to 11 a.m.

of Dr. Martin luther King', J'.

mtfl
Human Rights
Challenge

LOCATION
Exam/

Union Ballroom

Dr. John Keiser
,
Dr. Ea~ Smith, Chair. Dept. of
Comparative
American
Cultures; Washington
State University

11:15 a.m. to noon
Noon

March to Idaho State
Capitol

Union Street Cate

Promises to Keep

Capitol Rotunda

Gov. Cecil Andrus
OillWasmulh

3 p.rn, to 5 p.rn.

Issue Workshop

Owyhee Room

Norm Weinstein
The Sounds 01 King's English,
perspecllves
an the 'I Have
a Dream- speech

Tuesday. Jan.
3 p.m, to 4 p.m.

16

Issue Workshop
Dean Robert Sims
Japanese/American
ence

6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Owyhee Room
Experi-

Dlnner--sponsored by'
Black Student Union

Ballroom

OillWasmulh
Special Program

Wednesday.
Jan. 17
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.rn,
3 p.rn. to 5 p.m.

Minnie Rae Gospel
Singers

Residence Dining Hall
Union Street Cote

Issue Workshop

Owyhee Room

MulH-Cultural
Panel:
slans In DlvIllSlty

Discus-

6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Martin Luther King, III
recepllon

Ada Lounge

8:15 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

Martin Luther King, III
lecture

Union Ballroom

All week

Theme Art Exhibit

Ada Lounge
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Give of yourself: That's what
-Christmas is really all about

Beat stress with Finals Relief

by Holly M. Anderson
The University News

in the Student Activities office,
reen Sigler, assistant director of
located
on the second floor of the
Student Activities.
Student Union, from 8 a.m to 5
The Finals Relief program
p.m. Monday through Friday.
will also be showing 20 minute
Child care will be available
relaxation videos Dee. 11 and
from 10 a.m to 5 p.m. Saturday,
Dec. 12 from noon t04 p.m in the
Student Union Nez Perce Room. . Dec. 9, from 1 p.m to 5 p.m, Sunday, Dee. 10 and from 6 p.m to
The Student Union and Ac-'
10 p.m. Monday, Dec. 11. The
tivities office started Finals ReChild Care Center will care for
lief in the Spring semester of
children 2 and 1/2 years old,
1988. "The staff generated the
provided they are potty trained,
idea based on a similar program
through 7 years old. No meals
at Northwestern University,"
will beprovidcd, and parcntsare
Sigler said. "It is probably one of
requested to pack a lunch for
the best programs we do."
those children attending the Saturday session. Only children.of
BSU students will be allowed at
Free child care, a
the free child care.
"We will ask students to
masseuse and
show a student I.D. It doesn't
have to be a full-time I.D. We
yummy snacks will just
want to make sure it is the
students who are benefiting," said
helpBSU
Sigler. For more information on
the child care, call 385-1223.
Students can also call 385students survive
1223, the Student Union Activities office, to schedule an apfinals week
pointment with the masseuse
scheduled for Dee. 11 and 12
between noon and 4 p.m. in the
Nez Perce Room of the Student
Union. While students don't have
Sigler said she encourages
to have an appointment to see the
students wishing to take advanmasseuse, it is strongly sugtage of the free child care to plan
gested. "The masseuse has been
ahead and sign up early, as space
extremely popular," Sigler said.
is limited. Students may register

by Holly M. Anderson
.The University News
.It's cnmch time. With the
last week of the fall semester and
those inevitable final exams just
days away, many stressed BSU
students are scampering to complete papers and assignments and
spending endless hours cramming for the big tests.
Butwith the help of a Student Union and Activities Office
program scheduled for Dec. 9
through the 12, students can finally get some relief and assistance during the big push for the
finish.
Appropriately called Finals
Relief, this year's program offers free child care at the BSU
Child Care Center, a chance to
experience a rubdown from a
professional masseuse, and care
packages.
The Student Union will stay
open until I a.m. Saturday, Dec.
9 through Tuesday, Dec. 12 for
those wishing to study into the
wee hours of the morning, with
frcccramsnacksavailable. Cram
snacks, including coke and coffee, will be available in the Union Street Cafe each evening
beginning at 8:30 'p.rn. The
snacks are co-sponsored by
!"1arriottUniversity Dining ServIces and Coca-Cola, said Mau~

sterloh cleared of all charges
ASBSU Scnator-at-LargcCurtis Osterloh, whose bid for rc-clcction to the Senate was declared
invalid by the Elccti5n Board after
the last month's elections for campaign violations, was cleared of all
charges last week by the ASBSU
Judiciary. .
"I am very happy with the
decision," said Osterloh.
Former Chief Justice Tom
Connsaidtheauthorityunderwhich
the Election Board originally disqualified Osterloh was "too vague,"

ESPRIT ~ GENERHA

Conn said the Judiciary actions were
unbiased. "The Judiciary acted in
fairness," Osterloh said as far as he
was aware, the Judiciary voted
unanimously to clear him.
"I was sworn in with all the
other senators," Osterloh said. The
new and re-elected senators were
sworn in Nov. 27.
According to Osterloh, a week
after the Judiciary ruled the Eleetion Board had acted outside itsjurisdiction when they disqualified
him for alleged campaign viola-

• L.J. SIMONE.
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at Boise Towne Square

appreciates BSUstudents
from December 10·16
Students presenting their schooll.D.
will receive an
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additional 15% OFF
any shoe purchase including sale merchandise
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tions, they heard and threw out two
more statements of fact which the
Election Board did not hear. The
two original charges against Osterloh were failing to submitcampaign
material to the Election Board for
approval, and falsification of fact.
The first statement of fact was filed
by BSU student Eric Love.
Osterloh's term runs through next
November.
.
Current Chief Justice Jean
Maxon could not be reached for
comment.

Thanks to the help and initiative of several ofBSU's clubs and
organizations, Christmas will be a
festive holiday forrnany underprivileged in the Treasure Valley.
ASBSU Vice-President Lon
Burke, for instance, is spearheading
efforts to organize student volunteers for several charitable associations iii the area such as Working
Partners, the Salvation Army and
the Hope House.
A number of clubs and organizations have already agreed to assist with the Salvation Army's
"Dress a Child" program. BSU
students will accompany 100 children on their trip to a Boise department store to help the children
choose clothing and outfits. The
Salvation Army has solicited donations from the community to pay for
the clothing.
"Some of these kids have never
been able to buy a new piece of
clothing in their lives," Burke said.
Burke is still seeking volunteers for many of the projeets he is
coordinating. 'For instance, he is
looking for students to help deliver
gifts to nursing home residents Dee.
15, 16 and 17.
"There are a number of projects which would be ideal for college students to be involved with
because they don't have to spend
any money. Rather they involve
time and effort," Burke said.
"It is easy for college students
to typify themselves as being poor
or underprivileged and therefore not
want to participate in a giving project of this nature," Burke said. "B ut
once I became involved in these
programs, my eyes were opened to
what true poverty and disparity
really are ...· For more information
or to volunteer for a project, students should contact Burke at 3851440 or 344-3302.
- The Student Programs Board
has discovered several BSU students and their families are also
having a rough time making ends
meet this year. "All students seem
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to be needy, but there are some
more needy than others due to a
reeent job loss, enormous medical
bills or family disaster," said Bev
Helton, SPB's family activities
coordinator.
To help out these families,SPB
has set up bins in the Student Union
the BSU Library, Administratio~
Building, Human Performance
Center and Education Building to
collect toys and non-perishable food
items. The bins will be up through
finals week. Helton encourages
students to donate.
"It depends on how much is
donated as to how many families
we can serve," Helton said. "Giving is what Christmas is all about,"
she added.
SPB will gather up all donations in the bins, and items collected
at the SPB-sponsored Christmas' .
Party to be held on Dec. 9 in the
Student Union Ada Lounge, (Sec
related story, page 20.) to put together gift baskets for the families.
Helton said SPB will also purchase
turkeys for the baskets. For more
information, or if you know of a
needy BSU family requiring some
assistance this season, call Helton
at 385-3655 or Rob Meyer, SPB's
adviser at 385-1223.
Othercampusorganizationsarc
at work helping out the community
this season as well. The BSU Ambassadors, for example, are "adopting" a needy child and are buying
the child toys and clothing forChristmas. Two Boise State LDS Greek
organizations have been working to
bring cheer to the Bishop Foote
Guest House. For the sixth year in
a row, members of Lambda Delta
Sigma sorority and Sigma Gamma'
Chi fraternity decorated the guest
house, Which is run by the Mountain States Tumor Institute for outpatients reeeiving treatment at the
facility. Early in November, members of the sorority deli vercd homemade pies to guest house residents.
Many groups: such as the
Construction Management Assoc.
and Circle K, contribute time
through-out the. year working on
community projects. The Construetion Management Assoc. will construct a gazebo at the Boise Veteran's Home and Hospital. The
gazebo will be an addition to the
. park the group built last year for the
veterans ..

The National Stud'cnlExchangu Program oHef';
BoISe Siale lJniversily the opportunrty 10
allend rolllSJes and universh!s aaoss the nalion at
Idlle or no cost above1heir cunent tuition.
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A few coo-elChristmas gift suggestions
by Holly M. Anderson
The University News
With finals week almost upon
us, visions of final exams, not sugarplums, dance in many a student
mind. Most of us are dwelling on
the grades that will eventually come
in the mail instead of hanging our
stockings by the chimney with care.
Do we really care that St. Nicholas
soon will be here?
Sure we do. However, studying for all those comprehensive
. finals and writing 20-page research
papers is bound to cut into the traditional holiday preparation time. We
have so little time to think about
what brother Jake or sister Suzy
will get for Christmas.
And we
know.ialthough Uncle John loves
receiving that annual case of Idaho'
Spud Bars, he may want something
less predictable, say a little more
original after five or six years,
So, here at The University
News, we have compiled a few gift
suggestions to help out in the search
for the perfect, and instant, present
for all those we really care about but
just don't have time to think about
right now.
This is the last week of the
BSU Bookstore Christmas Sale located in the Student Union Boisean

Lounge.Dpenfrom Sam.to Tp.m,
Monday through Thursday and from
S a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday, the sale as
always features scads of inexpensive books. Ranging from historical
biographies to children's titles to
cookbooksofeverysort,mostbooks
are less than $lO. .Some of the
fiction works are a real bargain,
priced at less than a buck.
Don't forget to check out the
BSU T-shirts and sweatshirts in the
bookstore. They carry other items
embossed with the BSU logo as
well, from glasses to key chain's.
The bookstore also has gift certificates available for purchase. They
also carry a new pop-up card, created by Lyman Larson, a printing
graphics designer at BSU. Titled
"Boise, A Rare Biend," the card
features river tubcrs.. hot air balloons, the Boise Tour Train and the

admissions. For those you want to
give to in a big way, an annual pass
good for an unlimited number of
showings can be had for $200. The
Flicks has video punch cards for
$IS, which translates to lO rentals.
Video Excitement, with three Boise
locations,
also
sells
video
punchcards. $9.95 means five movie
rentals,$19.95 gets 12 rentals. Also,
many just-released movies, such as
Batman and Who Framed Rover
Rabbit? can be had for a mere pittance. Inquire at the local video
stores for more information about
movies available on video.
The classic Christmas music
albums are always well-received
gifts. If something more contemporary is called for, Randy 'Travis,
New Kids on the Block and Ricky
Van Shelton are among the many
stars releasing albums containing
Christmas tunes this year. Many
local music stores also have gift
certificates available.
Tickets for events coming to
Boise are also a possibility. The
Nutcracker ballet will be presented
on the Morrison Center stage Dec.
16 and 17. Tickets can be had for
$25, $20, $16 and$S. A discount
for seniors and students is available. The Moscow Circus will be at
the Pavilion Jan. 5 through Jan. 7.
Tickets are available for $15 and
$12.50 with some discounts for
'
.
Soroh Lunslrum/Th. Unlv... 1Iy News
students and seniors. More glasnost
_B_OO..,.k...-SO_I_e_ln-:th,.......e-:B:-o_ls_oo---,n,....,.",Lo_u-:n:-"g:;..e,........:c.o..:..;,.n.;,.tln;..;.u;:.e:..:s~u:.:.n~tt::..1
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for Idaho, as the Soviet Acrobatic
anything produced especially for - campus.
Review makes a Boise appearance
Idaho's IOOth birthday. One fasciThe arts of film and video are
on Jan. 23. Tickets are $20, $IS,
nating
book for the coffee
also worthy choices. The Flicks,
$I5and $S with, once again, special
table, Idaho, Magnificent Wilderlocated at 646 Fulton St., has gift'
discounts for children and seniors
ness, featuring 96 full-color photos certificates available in any amount
(as in citizens, not those about to
by Jeff Gnass paired with quota- or buy a Flicks pass for $32 which
graduate).
Tickets for all three
tions from selected Idaho writers
entitles the recipient to nine movie
events can be purchased at Selecta-Seat outlets.
Really give someone ajump on
new ci ty sky line. TIle 3-D card sells
for $3.95.
This being Idaho's Centennial
year and all, most Idaho bookstores
or gift shops have other Boise and
related items unique to the state on
sale. The Made in Idaho Shop,
located in Boise TowneSquarc Mall,
carries a wide selection of Centennial items, as well as many gift
items and products from around the
state. Or call the Idaho Centennial
Offices at 345-1990 if you want
more information on available items
featuring the Centennial logo or

and travelers of the 19th and 20th
centuries, sells for $25 hardcover
and $14.95 softcover and is just one
of the many interesting books released in honor of the Centennial.
TheBSU Festival of Ceramics
show and sale begins in the BSU
Gallery of Art, located in the Liberal Arts Building, on Dec. 9 and
runs through Dec. 11. Original
works by about 25 BSU faculty,
student and alumni artists will be on
sale. The show isopcn fromlfla.m.
t05 p.m, and proceeds from the sale
help fund guest artist workshops on

Bring in this coupon
and receive 25% off
on winterequlprnent
Expires: 1/15/90

BSUOutdoor Rental Center

385-1946
o
e
o

telemarking
snowshoes
4 season tents

It

G
o

snowboards
X-country skis
sleeping bags
~

Hours- 3 p.rn."- 7 p.m. • Mon. - Sat.
Student Union Building'

it, and buy them Idaho Shakespeare
FestivalI990season tickets. A fourshow package, one ticket to each of
the plays, costs $34 general or $25
for seniors or students. The threeshow package, one ticket to three of
the four shows, costs $28 general or
$19 seniors or students.
(Gosh,
students just get all these breaks ...)
Call the Festival office at 336-9221
between 10 a.m, to 4 p.m. for more
information.
Now that stamps are available
by phone, call1-SOO-ST AMP-24 , a
nice old-fashioned gift would be
stamps and stationery. However.to
takcadvantagc of the phone method,
a Visa/Mastercard is necessary and
a service charge of $3 is assessed.
(No breaks for students here, kids.
This is the post office.) Or mail in
the envelope everyone received in
the mail last week, enclosing a good
old-fashioned check. While Christmas stamps are great, order by mail
because I think you'll agree they're
not worth waiting in the long holiday lines for. Call the local post
office for more information.
Cheaper, uh ... we really mean
more inexpensive, gifts:
McDonald's gift certificates •
A case, or even cheaper a six-pack,
of somconc's favorite bcvcragc >
fresh ground coffee and a coffee
mug • an assortment of teas and
jellies. hot chocolate mix, marshmallows and a mug- jumper cables
• a dictionary or a word speller- a
magazine subscription- A subscription to The University News for
your parents (only $10 from The
University News office or call 3458204) • lottery tickets- Christmas
ornaments.
And if none of the above will
do the trick, there's always that case
of Idaho Spud Bars.
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IN ABOUT TEN MINUTES WE'll DOFOURTEEN

$23.95

343-8999

1400 Broadway

SERVICES FOR YOUR CAR FOR JUST

; Drain oil and replace willi up 10 5 qvorts of Quaker Stole premium quality oil·
'Install new oil filler' Lubricate chassis' Check and fill bonerv-Check and fill Ironsrnission/tronsoxie fluid (first pint free)' Check wiper blades' Check and fill differ·
ential (first pound free)' ,«ash outside of windows' Check air pressure in ell tires
• Vacuum vehicle interior' Check and fill broke fluid' Check and fill windshield
washer fluid' Check and clean air filler' Check and fill power steering fluid .
NO APPOINTMENT

One per
customer

4 Sessions for $10.

NECESSARY

.open 9.a.'!l. ~9 p.m. Mon.·~Fri. & 9 a.m. - 2p.m. Sat.
, .HAVE A HAPPY HOLIDAY AND A JOYOUS NEW YEAR!
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One per
customer

Gootl through 12.,15-89
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.-J SOME GJ?ATITODE!!

Participate in the dream

II

Although Martin Luther King, Jr.'s birthday is still unrecognized as a holiday, students are encouraged to take part in
a celebration during the first week of the Spring semester.
'Classes will not be cancelled, but Keiser will cut a memo to the
faculty asking them to excuse absent students.
Activities for the week feature speeches, discussion and
workshops including a march to the Capitol on Monday to
formally observe the slain civil rights leader; Events will be
capped off on Wednesday with an address by Martin Luther
King, III in the SUB Ballroom. '
We can't say enough about the impact King's ideas had on
America. He was a leader whom we must and will remember,
whose teachings can guide us peacefully into the next century.
We urge everyone who is unfamiliar with King to attend at
least some of the events during the week -- introduce yourself
to his dream.
.
However, the most important distinction is yet unachieved.
Idaho is one of an embarrassing handful of states who have
failed to recognize King's birthday as a holiday. Our conservative legislature will not make such a move of their own
accord; they need to be pushed. It is ourresponsibility to push
them.

Faculty at BSU sets
an apathetic example
Boise State is known far and wide for a remarkable level
of student apathy. Activists have tried again and again to rouse
the student body but found only a sleepy, selfish crowd. BSU
lacks the necessary elements for activism: a progressive
tradition, traditional-aged, middle-class students and most
importantly, leadership from graduate students and faculty.
The university only has a handful of graduate students to
begin with, so we must look to 'enlightened' faculty for
example and inspiration. Aside from several bright spots in
the School of Social Science and Public Affairs, the faculty
sets a poor example.
This newspaper sent out a questionnaire this semester
addressing the impact of "publish or perish" pressures on
, teaching. It was sent to every department chair and relayed
(we hope) to the faculty of that department. The total number
of responses was - you guessed it - ZERO. Not a single Ph.D.
took the time to respond.
We are thankful for those who have helped with or written
for,the editorial page this semester, contributing their talents,
time or advice to the paper. However, the faculty at large must
realize their obligation to stimulate and motivate students
outside of the classroom. Their textbook core educations are
breeding drones with no sense of civic responsibility or
understanding of their duties to a democracy, only a craving
for success and career advancement. A university should
mean more than that - it should be making citizens.
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rafting our olnts of light
by David Kennedy
The University

News

Overaycarago,PresidentBush
almost got a grip on "the vision
thing," something America has been
lacking since Iwas a child. America
needs some mechanism to promote
the concept President Bush called a
"kinder and gentler America." His
"thousand points of light" could be
multiplied into millions if civilian
opportunities for service could be
expanded and talents and ski1ls
coordinated nationwide.
Re-establishing the ideal of obligatory
national service in the United States
is a practical and moral necessity.
Bills establishing a civilian "National Service," compensated
mainly through forgiven student
loans or vouchers for post-secondary education have surfaced in
Congress' to achieve these goals.
However, it would be cheaperand
as effective to simply revive Selective Service, a symbol of Americans' obligations to society.
As a kid, I became cognizant of
that obligation while the Cold War
was reaching a zenith. Television,
new to our house at that time, showed
me-the world, and I watched as an
American-backed
refugee army
invaded Cuba, the Berlin Wall went
I up "and the United States and the
: Soviet Union came to the brink of
war over a few missiles in Cuba.
After the Soviets backed down I
~~~~:~:~~~~~~~I~~::~~o~
into our backyard shellers.
The defense of Ameriean liberty became, to me.as necessary as
breathing. Being prepared to de~~da~il~t~~=~ei~~
:fi~~~~
The Armed Services' call, no matter how coercive in law, held moral
standing. Each generation ,had
fought its own war, given lives and
blood. handing whatever it· could

sponse to the Cold War. He promised, on one hand, that American
might would meet the forces of evil
wherever they threatened freedom in the world. On the other
hand, he exhorted Americans to ask
what they could sacrifice for their
country and envisioned programs
as diverse as the Peace Corps, Voluntecrs In Service To America
(VISTA), and the Green Berets to
receive and redistribute those sacrifices, Making America, and the
world, a better place tolive became
the goal of American life during
those short days between his inauguration and assassination.
He
bound thefightagainstcommunism

"The defense of American
liberty became, to me, as
necessary
as breathing,
Being prepared to defend it,
and extend it, to the best of
my ability, became my obligation. "

abroad to eliminating the poverty
and injustice that bred it The Alliance for Progress, an ambitious'
program of economic aid and development for Latin America meant
to hamessrevolutionary forees there
for our side, symbolized hopes fora
new era. At home, injustices suffered by blacks and other minoritics, women, and poor whites becamefusedtothestruggleforafrcc
world-for liberty and justice for
all.
.'
National service was a given
then, something that seems lost to
the generation growing up today.
We assumed it was coming, like
death and taxes. Registering for the
draftmarkedourcomingofage,our
official entry into society with all
the privileges and responsibilities
thatentailed. TherewaslittIechoice,'
but alternate service was available
to those who could not, for moral
reasons, bear arms. Salaries in the
service at that time were about onefIfth what I could make spreading

fertilizer for J.R. Sirnplot, but I
prepared to take it in the name of
duty and honor, for home and country.
The chance of a lottery, the end
of the war in Vietnam, and Nixon's
all-volunteer army, among other
things, put the words "no military
service" in. my permanent.record.
The volunteer army also replaced
duty and honor with advancement,
education and money as the primary reasons forenlistrnenl. Money
for civilian programs like the Peace
Corps and VISTA was diverted to
pay fOf the higher salaries, enlistment bonuses, and other improvements required to make the "new"
army possible.
Somehow, somewhere, the

~~;o:~'
F:::::e

to my children to give them a chance
h
::
symbol of America's

proper re-

j:..••.

ideal of the individual's obligation ..
to answer the nation's call was subordinated to the government's obligation to defend the nation. Two
badly managed wars, one against
the communists in Southeast Asia
and the other on poverty, had replaced the enthusiasm of innocence
with the cynicism of suspicion.
Military service became, in less than
a decade, a primary means to get
money for college rather than a way
of fulfilling a moral obligation to
one's past and future.
Reinstating the Selective Scrvice System, with all its deferments
and deformities, wil1not revive the
ideal of service. It wil1 provide the
military necessary personnel at
drastically reduced costs. The all- .
volunteer army,a product of the ~
stupidity of Vietnam policy in th,e
. 1960s, is an expensive luxury If
rcadinessforwarremainsanational
policy. Salaries, bonuses, and benefits in the U.S. military arc the best
in the world, geared to competing
with theirprivatesectorequivalents.
Money saved through conscription
reduced military salaries can be put
back into already existing civilian
volunteerprograms,anddeferments
and benefits extended to those volunteers. Eventually, future genera'tions will come of age 'knowing
from birth that their country wil1
call,andtheywillanswerbecauseit
is right, without thinking of the
personal cost

::~~t~~~~~;~:c~~~~~~
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Reconciling jingle bells and ecological disaster
by Peggy Guiles
The, University News

the hole in the ozone layer grows to change it Rationalizations and
ever larger and mountains of gar- commercial hype aside, we have to
bage tower over us, it becomes more start thinking about the implications
What do conservation and the and more difficult to ignore the of what we are doing to the planet
"Christmas Spirit" have in com- evidence of our own senses. The and ourselves. Even if we can't work
mon? They have nothing in com- Russians won't have to bury us, up any seasonal empathy for those
mon if we are referring to the corpo- we're burying ourselves in our own less fortunate than ourselves, inrate Ameriea-crass commercialism- waste.
cluding our third world neighbors,
greedhead Christmas Spirit with
Except for our radioactive
maybe we can work up a little fear
which we are all so familiar
waste, we know what to do and we and loathing for our own future on
and which' we struggle to ignore. know how to do it. We just don't this planet
The spirit and attitudes of consum- want to think about it I do the same
When compassion and moralerism and conservation conflict
ity fail to inspire right action, fear
diametrically. When did "what's in
can work wonders. And if you arcn' t
it for me?" become the major focus
frightened about the ecological future of our planet, you haven't been
of Christmas rather than the sub- "...The Russians won't
text? When did "what's in it for have to bUry us, we're
paying attention. Read about the
me?" become the major focus of,
greenhouse effect; find out about
burying ourselves. "
our country?
the ozone layer; study the decima, "Livesimplysothatothersmay
tion of the rainforests. Or if you
simply live" is a popular slogan -----------, need an object lesson closer to home,
among a certain subculture in our thing. I was listening to some vege- try to breathe during a Boise inversociety. Maybe if we changed it to tarians today;' I know all their argu- sion. Consider spending aday at the
"recycle so we may all continue to rnents; I don't want to think about landfill over your Christmas vacalive," the danger signals our planet them. If I think about the implica- tion.Think aboutchoosingbctween
sends us would start sinking in. As tions of my behavior.I might have choking to death on garbage or

Dan Robbins
resigns senate
Editor:

of the stereotype that all Shriners
are "old men (weIl, upper middle
age)."TherearemanyShrinerswho
are neither old nor middle aged,
who work, together with the older
members to carry on the Shrine's
philanthropy. Your comments promote a stereotype that people carry
with them.
I have been a Shriner for three
years. I am a senior at BSU and am
far from middle aged (I am 26).
There are many others like myself
in the Shrine, and we were in the
parade. Did you see us, or were you
looking only for "old men?" An
organization like the Shrine docs
not exist for decades by having only
"old men" as members.
, Again, I thank you for the
positive comments you have about
the Shrine. I can only hope that if
you have the opportunity in the
future, you will help us eliminate
this stereotype. Some comments
about our work with the Shrine
Crippled Children's
Hospitals
would also be appreciated. Shriners
do what they, do to support their
philanthropy.
.
'
Christopher G. Lynch

Young Shriner
breaks norm

courage the momentum of the recycling movement by contributing our
garbage to the cause of social good.
Just as an experiment, we can'
start recycling at home or in the
dorms. Then we can talk to our
friends and families about recycling
and conservation and see what kind
".../f you eren'! frightof impact we can make on our own
ened, you aren't paying social and physical environment If
you feel helpless about what one
attention. "
person can do, just try it and sec.
And it's not just one person. It's a
cooperative effort. We are not alone.
them and they will reward you with
Three people asked me to write
money for Christmas presents, gas, another article about conservation
or an ice cream cone. It's not a lot of because they felt it was important
money, but the warm glow of pride enough to discuss further: Given
in yourself for actually doing some- the general political apathy on this
thing worthwhile for our planet and campus and the fact that final payour own future helps. We do have pers and exams are looming large
the power to affect the future and 011 student horizons, iconsider three
we need to exercise it. Students at people a phenomenal grassroots exthe University of Idaho boycotted pression of support. So come on in.
their food service providers for using The water will be fine as soon as we
styrofoam containers. We can en- clean it up a little bit.

wife's remarks and presence on the them. Ask blacks what it is like to
watch these murderers walk away
friends of Governor Andrus.
His focmerwifeitemizeda host witha wrist slap bceause"theyaren 't
of past domestic complaints includ- the same as normal folks. They don't
ing reported drug problems by count as much." Did blacks ever
Roger. In retaliation, Fairchild sug- hear supposed "liberals" say that
gests that our good governor submit they were all forcqual rights.just as
to AlDS tests. Not only an insensi- long as you stay hidden from them?
tive attitude toward those inflicted It takes a brave person to put up a
, by the virus, but an inuendo insult GALA poster. It takes a coward to
pull one down. If someone sees this
against Governor Andrus.
The Republicans would be wise happening please help to stop it. We
to look toward someone like State are showing our faces in broad
Senator Atwell Parry. He is a ma- daylight. We can 't gct this person or
ture conservative who knows the these people stopped unless they
importance of working with both show theirs.
sides of the aisle. Meanwhile I find
Robert Broadfoot
it comfortable to support and spend
spare time working for the re-elecActing Administrator, GALA
tion of Andrus.

Being aware of the fact that
Curtis Osterloh has just been vindicated of a third violation that would
cause him to be disqualified and
therefore knowing that I will not be
swornin as a senator in the Associaied Students of BSU, I hereby
resign my seat one (1) hour before'.
said swearing in ceremony.
It is my best judgment that the
character of the'ASBSU has been
compromised by the subsequent
preceeding of the last election and
those that have pursued personal
Rohn F. Webb
interest rather than those ofthe students by breaking prescribed rules,
bending good moral and ethical
judgments, and flaunting personal
power in the face of just criticism.
Furthermore, as much as I wanted
to make the ASBSU a more effecEditor:
tive tool for the use of the student
Bigotry is alive and well at
body, I feel it cannot be accomBSU! The minorities have changed
plished as long as a minority of
but all the hate' is the same. I'm
senators remain in office effectively
speaking of the person or people
dividing the senate into an ineffecwho have been taking down the
tive policy making body that, deGay and Lesbian Alliance fliers as
spite the efforts of many good senafast as they are put up.
tors, docs not represent the majority
We earned the privilege to put
of the students on this campus:
up. our fliers. We drafted a
It is my intention to resign rather
constitution, did everything by the
than lose in a race for an office that Editor: ,
book and we petitioned and received .
has been tainted by controversy not
Probably Idaho' s most distaste- .official ASBSU recognition: Whobecoming of a body of students
ful political campaign was that ever is doing this has not prevented
trying to do what is right and just
waged against United States Sena- us from growing and flourishing as
an organization. What you are doing
Daniel D. Robbins tor Frank Church. His opposition's
climax was the utilization of mate- .is letting your small-minded action
rial distorting the Senator's posi- speak for ail entire campus and
tion on several items including
enhance Idaho's image as a safe
abortion. Church parking lots all haven for bigotry. You are very
over Idaho were targets for flyers foolish indeed.to assume that the
placed under windshields the last entire campus feels the hate you do
Sunday before the election.
toward gays and lesbians.
Editor:
As an Idaho property owner .
GALA is a positive force. We
I havejustfinished reading your and an Idaho worker it appears that are all about feeling good about
column in the Nov. 20 issue of The I should urge Idahoans to be braced ourselves and making Boise State a
University News. Your comments for a new low in campaigning about place of understanding and tolerabout the El Korah Shriners partici- to begin. Ranting Rachel Gilbert ance.Blacksaren'tfinishedyetwith
pation in the Holiday Parade are has set the tone, but Fruitland State their struggle here. We have just
welcome and appreciated. Many Senator Roger Not-So- Very- begun. It would be nice someday to
people go to local parades to see the Fairchild also appears eager to start say that we aren't being discrimidifferent Shrine units that will be with .a smear rather than with a nated against in employment, that
we have an equal chance at good
there. They are fun to watch and smile .• The negative campaign
against Governor Cecil Andrus by housing, that it is safe to walk the
bring out the child in all of us.
Fairchild
streets and that the young are safe
What docs concern me about Senator-Not-So-Very
your comments is your promotion started by Roger blaming his ex from bands of rednecks murdering

Front line
mud slingers

asphyxiating from lack of oxygen.
Okay, now that we're all fired
up, what can we do. Boise has recycling centers, Take your newspaper, aluminum cans, and glass to

GALA speaks
up for rights

Satirical·
afterthought
Editor:
At first, I shared Dave Mason's
concernoverASBSUSenatorKarcn"
Scheffer'sallegedlycompromising
friendship with an undisclosed
Election Board Member. (MY
GOD, A SCANDAL: SENATE
SEXPOT INFLUENCES MEMBER). ButthenIrealized that Mason
is just being a silly prude; I mean,
like, this is college, and we're supposed to be f***ing each other.
What really distressed me, however, was Scheffer's admission that
she "came up against an apathetic
student body"-but after two and a
half years of "lip service" on the
escort issue, I suppose Ms. Scheffer
is entitled to some sort of satisfaction,
Patrick Moore

Eric and
eternal Love
Editor:
I want to express my thanks to
you-you whose essence seems to
be manifest in your name.
My first contact with you was
in the Dean of Special Services
office; immediately I knew you to
be different. You smiled warmly
and greeted me wi th friendship. Last
spring I saw you walking in Northern Idaho. My kids and I cheered
you on. This fall I was delighted
when I saw E. Love imprinted white
on black bobbing in rind out of the
melting pot of academia dressed in
your un-Idaho attire! Again my kids
and I cheered you on when you
addressed the Marsing High School
student body and honored them for
their courage and unity.
On.campus I quietly cheered
you on when with diplomacy and
tactyou questioned certain "fellow
students' integrity within campus
politics. Watehing your attitude, I
hope a few of our state and local
politicians were taking note of your
ethical behavior. Yet I caught you
on campus one day-disappointed
'
in the outcome. of your efforts, still
you had time to encourage me rather
than dwell on your defeat.
Eric, the E. could very well
stand for eternal! You have obviously received the gift already, you
try harder than: anyone I know to
make Eternal Love available to us
alI! Excuse those of us who don't
have the courage that you do, but
most of us don't live with the conceptofLovethatyoudo!
Don'tgive
up on us, you were born with "E.
Love" -- we have to acquire it!
Thanks, my friend, for trying tc
make our world a better place:
Thanks for touching my family's
lives and encouraging all of us to try
a little harder to make changes in
our environment, no matter how
Insignificant they may seem. And
thank you for being a positive
mentorforthcyouth in the valley by
showing them that change can occur if we really believe in what we
are doing.
We love you.
«

Doug Clegg
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------------------F' -....::- - -- year while still paying their in-state
tuition or the in-state tuition of the
hosting school.
NSE students will experience
the diversity of different cultures
and geographical regions as well as
an opportuni ty to take courses which
Christopher Clark, a specialist may not be offered at BSU.
in bioacoustics from Cornell UniTo qualify for participation a
versity has made a career studying student must be a full-time BSU
whale vocalizations and has devised student, a sophomore or junior at
a technique of using the sounds to the time of exchange (some schools
count the number of whales in the accept seniors) and have a grade
world.
point average of 2.5 or higher.
Clark will be on the BSU
Application deadline for the
campus Wednesday, Dec. 6, to 1990-91 program is Feb. 15, 1990.
present lectures on his research. He Details of the program, information
will speak before students and fac- about participating campuses and
ulty at noon and will present a free course catalogs arc available at the
public lecture on whales and whale NSE office in Room 206 of the
songs at 7:30 that evening in Room Student Union Building. For more
112 of the Education Building.
information call NSE office at 385For more information, contact' 1280.
AI Dufty in the BSU biology department at 385-3263.

Cornell U. whale
sounds expert
to present lecture

Help SPB give a
Deadline for NSE fam ily a merry
1990-91 program Christmas
Do you know a family whose
is Feb. 15
holiday might be less than bright
Widen your educational horizons on another campus anywhere
from Maine to Hawaii and still pay
in-state tuition with the National
Student Exchange Program at BS u.
The NSE Program is a national
consortium of87 four-year colleges
and universities, Through the NSE
Program, students can exchange to
mother institution for up to one
P_ZClllilllll3

-,I

because of money troubles? BSU's
Student Programs Board is seeking
names of BSU students with families who might welcome a holiday
turkey, nonperishable food and toys.
If you know of anyone in need,
send names for each member of the
family with children's ages and the
family's address and phone nurnbcr, by Dec. 8 to Bcv Helton or
Angela Booth at SPB in the Student
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Not affected by the Dec. 31
business graduates for route sales
positions within Idaho. Their visit expiration date arc veterans enrolled
in other A education programs,
is scheduled for Dec. 4.
Northwestern Mutual Life wil1 including those in the Veterans'
be interviewing business-related and Educational Assistance Program
communication majors,junior level (YEAP) and the Montgomery GI
through alumni, on Dec. 6. The BiI1 for active duty, reserve and
company is seeking full-time sales national guard members who served
agents and interns for work in Boise. after June 30, 1985.
Veterans, service persons, reStudents arc required to sign
up for all interviews. The Career servists and dependents of veterans
Planning and Placement Center in doubt about their eligibility for
requests advance notice for cancel- education benefits should contact
lation of scheduled interviews.
the nearest V A Regional Office.
Students must set up placement
files with the Placement Center prior
to interview dates. Registration
forms arc available in Room 123 of
the Administration Building.

Union Building. Plcaseincludeyour
name and phone number.
The holiday packages arc sponsored by SPB in the Student Union
Building. Pleaselnclude yourname
and phone number.
The holiday packages arc sponsored by SPB's specialevents and
family activities committees.
Foradditional information, call
Helton or Booth at 385-1332.

Student program
helps students
with problems

The Student Support Program
at BSU is accepting students who
are currently having problems 'reGI
sponding to the expectations and
demands of college; Students who
arc experiencing problems and want
additional support services arc encouraged to contact the Student
Support Program.
The nation's most widely used
This program offers tutoring, ·GI Bill education benefits arc comcareer and educational counseling,
ing to an end. After nearly 24 years'
academic advising, and financial of helping some 8.2 million Vietaid counseling. To be eligible you nam era veterans with school and
' must either be low income, first training expenses, the Department
I generation
student (neither parent of Veterans Affairs (VA) will be
received a Bachelor's degree),
mailing the program's final checks
physically" handicapped, or learn- at the end of December.
ing disabled. You must also be able
The program's term ination date
to show an academic need, which was spelled out in legislation passed
might include low college or high in 1976, and has been widely publischool GPA, currently in danger of cized by VA.
failing a class, low scores on ACT
Many of these veterans, howor GED, difficulty with reading ever, will be eligible to begin recomprehension, lack of effective ceiving benefits starting Jan. 1, 1990,
study skills, writing skills stemming
under the Montgomery GI Bill.
from an. inadequate background or Those qualifying arc veterans who
, English as a Second Language.
served until June 30,1988. Also
For more information call 385- eligible arc veterans who were dis3583.
charged under qualifying circumstances before June 3D, 1988, but
after June 3D, 1985.
The qualifying discharges arc
hardship.disability.convcnicnceof
the government with at least 30
months service afterJune 3D, 1985,
Frito-Lay will interview alumni and-in
certain cases-military
and December 1989 and May 1990 reductions in force.

Vietnam-era
·bill benefits
ending

Interviews to be
held for job
opportunities
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CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
286-12 COMPUTER SYSTElVI & PRINTER

$2995.00
COMPLETE
PACKAGE
or
$73.63 per rno"
*60 Mo-O.A.C.

I.

A FULL LINE OF PROFESSIONAL
BEAUTY PROOyCTS INCLUDING:
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Great for Small
Business,
Students
or Home Use!
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• EVERYOAY 10% STUDENT DiSCOUNT
ON ALL SERVICES AND RETAIL

HITECH 286·12
COMPUTER SYSTEM
* 1MBRam
* Mouse with software
* 5 1/4" or 3 1/2" Diskette Drive
* Mlts~bishl VGA Color Monitor
wmlt & Swivel Base
* 44MB Hard Disk Drive
* 1 yr. Parts & labOr Warranty
* Star Mlcronlcs Printer
SOFTWARE
* DOS 4.01 w/GWBaslc
* DataBase
* Home Accounting
* Paper lor Printer
* Cable lor Printer
* Diskettes
* Surge Protector
* Spread Sheet
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fncludes: Conauttation and ptec:ision cut.
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Professional Beau1y Products
NO APPOINTMENT
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900'
000
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NECESi~
377-1950
Bolso Towno Square

BSU receives nod
to host Language
Association·

BSU will continue to host the
Rocky Mountain Modern Language
Association after receiving unanimous
approval
from. thl:
association's executive board.
The RMMLA, hosted by Boise
State since 1984, was founded in
1947to provide language and litcrature educators in the Intermountain West with a format for discussion of scholarly and cultural issues
related to their field. The association boasts 1,000 members from
Texas to Washington.
Carol Martin, chair of the BSU
English department,
edits the
association's journal, the "Rocky
Mountain Review of Language and
Literature."
English professor
Charles Davis serves as executive
director of the RMMLA. .
While the RMMLA has been at
BSU a research award has been
negotiated with the Huntington
Library in San Marino, Calif. New
categories have been added to the
organizatio's annual meetings, and
an annual book award has been
proposed.
"The pulse of activity among
the membership has increased significantly," Davies said. "That is a
sign to us and to the board that they
like what we arc doing and want us
to continue. The relationship is
good for the members, for BSU and
for the profession at large."
For more information on the
RMMLA, Davis ean be reached at
385-1199 .

$20 Rebate
OnHPs

Top-of-the-line
Calculators'

111 Broad-way
Suite # 115
385-9961

• HP 28S Advanced Scientific
Calculator
• HP 178 Business Calculator
• HP Business Consultant II
Applies tu purchases made between
November 1. 1989and D<.'Cember31, 1989.
Cume in tuday for details.
H

345-0l55

- till' 1Il.':>! for ,I/Olir SIl(Ct.~S.
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Hilecfi
.... R""'~1/IIIilI
2399 S. Orchard

P Calculator:-

OREGON DIGITAL

COMPUTER PRODUCTS INC.
Boise,

Idaho

5505 Kendall St.

377-15Z1
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pro~.p~ct (pros'pckr') II. 1. Something expected or foreseen;
possibility. 2. prospects Chances for success. --I'. To explore
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or search about.
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SPB sponsors Christmas party
by Holly M. Anderson ~
,~F
The University News ..,. ...-~
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Pictures with Santa, caroling and
colonng tables for the kids will all be a
- part of this year's Student Programs
Board sponsored Christmas party for
the "kids and kids at heart" of BSU on
Dec. 9 in the Student Union Ada
Lounge from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
"This program is SPB's gift to BSU
students, faculty and staff and their
families for the Holiday season," said
SPB Family Activities Coordinator Bev
Helton. Helton's committee and the
SPB Special Events committee are
organizing the festivities.
There is no charge to attend the
party, but those attending are asked to

bring a toy or non-perishable food item.
All items collected will be donated to
necdyBSU families. (See related story,
page 20.)
.
However, Helton said the Polaroid
pictures with Santa will cost $1 to cover
expenses. She added that party-goers
are welcome to bring their own cameras
instead at no charge.
Christmas cookies and other refreshments will be served at the party as
well.
Helton said after the "extremely
successful" Halloween party attended
by more than 400 people her committee
presented this year, the group has been
spending "lots of hours" gearing up for
the Christmas party. "The committee is
fantastic. They are going the extra mile
all the time," Helton said.
Student voluteers make up all of

tor kids of all ages
SPB 's committees. For more information about the party or to participate on
an SPB committee this spring, call 3853655.
The Student Programs Board, the
entertainment arm of ASBSU (student
government), is funded by student fees
_ to sponsor free films, discounted concerts, _
lectures, special events, comedy, family
activities and fine arts for BSU students
and the Boise community.

Student playwrights present dream inspired works
Budding playwrights, given insight
by BSU theatre arts professor Phil
Atlakson, will present original works of
art Dec. 6-9 on Stage II of the Morrison
Center at 8 p.m. The students, some of
whom are enrolled in the playwriting
class offered here at BSU, have
directed, cast, and produced the pieces
themselves.
The mini-plays and title for the
evening came out of work done with .
.each of the individual's personal dreams
and from an assignment given by their
instructor. The assignment dealt with
the dreams not in a psycho-analytical

way but for the theatrical possibilities.
Sophomore Sheri Novak enjoyed
the process immensely. "It was kind of
fun. We don't usually look at our
dreams in dramatic terms, but mine are
. frightening. Writing it out was like
watehing a horror movie."
Four students from the class have
decided to be included in Fragment of
Dream. Junior Lisa Day will be
represented with two works: a short
"playlette" dealing with anger and
frustration, and a monologue about
growing up that mayor may not be
autobiographical. "Using the dream.

workshop loosened me up. My writing
has taken a creative tum that I wasn't
used to or even aware of. It was
exciting to look at my dreams as
something more than just something
fun. I have never directed (a play)
before and the actress I've chosenVJ.-is very enthusiastic. I'm excited
and I think it's going to tum out o.k."
Other student work represented will
be by Christopher Thometz, Stacy
Spain, and Cliff Hall. Admission is
free, but donations for future student
work will be accepted.

Strong'senior art show offers varied pieces
------------,-,,/
by Will Spearman
The University News'IC-I./
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The inherent problem with college
senior art shows is that they tend to be
an amalgamation of pieces culled from
this or that class, rarely having a
consistent theme or unity in style.
Unfortunately, at BSU there isn't really
any way around this problem, since the
Art Department requires such a diverse
"curriculum, offering little upperdivision specialization.
In the current Senior Art Show,
featuring the work of seven varied
painters, photographers and designers,
the "mish-mash" has the requisite "bad"
piece or two, but may well be one of the
strongest senior shows in many semes-:
ters,

. Julie Clemons wins the "consistent" award for amassing a number of
boldoilstick pieces, all carrying strong
geological "cut away" images. Whether
intended for ecologieal awareness Of
not, this untitled series offers a giant'seye view of the bubbling mass beneath
earth's surface. Forested, rocky and
layered in thick expressive strokes,
Clemen's work only falters in the
childlike rendering of fir trees crowding
the upper third of one piece ... otherwise. strong work.
Charlie Caner also exhibits a
number of strong pieces. The silver
gelatin prints Descending Stairs 111and

The Divider by Lee Amold
Free Standing Doors both display a

surrealist mystery {over's dream, with
window frames, doors and lamps
strangely hovering in the landscape, .
jutting out of tall grass or plugged into
electrical sockets embedded in granite.
Carter's acrylic work Reflection After
The Storm hints of an even greater
mystery with layers of crimson red
shadows bound to a divided canvas.
While Carter's remaining work is
diverse and well executed. it doesn't
capture the power these works have.
Painter/illustrator Shauneen Welker
obviously has a promising future reo,
gardless of artistic focus. Here. Welker
displays a portfolio collection of photorealist advertising illustrations, as well
as a sampling of painterly works. Idaho
I and Idaho 11,oil on masonite pieces
that recall Howard Huffs earlier

photographic works, "cut and paste" the
traditional landscape with successful
results.
Shelly Swanson's School' s Out
perhaps best shows off the meeting of
illustrative cartoon work with fine art
techniques: Similar to New Yorker
magazine cover work, Swanson ccks
squiggly character faces out of watercolor and gouache paintings. Many of
Swanson's pieces could easily grace the
pages of children 's books or magazines.
Painter Lee Arnold focuses on the
figurative in his selection of paintings,
drawings and sculpture. The combination of oil and acrylic in The Divider
fuses a colorful inferno of limbs and
torsos floating on the frontal picture'
plane, then resurrecting in fiery head- ,
lessness in the background. Arnold's
muted pastel drawings again swirl the
figure through dominant lines and
subtle shading. Like many of the other
featured artists, Arnold exhibits a
. representative portfolio rather than a
. strong thematic vision.
Also featured are the color and
hand-tinted photographs of Michele
MeW which cover the' familiar ground
of advertising manipulation and the
traditionally safe portrait, abstract and
still-life work of painter Louise Cope.
The Senior Art Show opened last
Friday and will, due to semester's end,
be open only through Dec. 7. Invest the
time to see the show in the Liberal Arts
main gallery. After all these folks have
just invested about five years getting .

here.

Holidays
and the
mall: I love
them both
by Steve F. Lyon
The University News
Hey, everybody, I'll see you
out at the mall in a
few weeks. I'm not
. out there everyday
like you guys and
all your friends who
think hanging out at
the Orange Julius, eating fries, walking
around up and down the mall 50 times,
pointing at people's butts and laughing is
a productive use of time. The mall is lame.
I'm beyond that. I can't say exactly when
it happened, maybe it was a result of all
t?ose upscale magazines I use to-peruse,
like The New Yorker cover to cover but
anyway I picked up a little sophistic;tion.
The mall doesn't do much for me.
Every holiday season, for me, the
realization that time is running out hap.pens, intuitively, instinctively on Dec. 23.
It's uncanny. 1'1,1be laying in bed in my
underwear, munching on some pizza; it's
4:30 on a Saturday afternoon; I'm loving
whatever is on the Fox Channel. I laugh
out loud, blowing small bits of pizza on to
the
TV
screen.
They
stick.
But.i.but. .. something is nagging at me. I
wipe the red ring of grease and pizza
sauce off my lips on the sheets. I bolt
upright with the sudden, startling realization, my heart begins to flip' and flop,
ready to rupture from the blood racing
through, clogged arteries. In my empty,
naked room, I moan "Ah no, that's what it
is-it's Christmas I was forgetting. Crap.
And 1have a family, and neices and nephews who will want stuff." Just when I had
my saving account over $40.
Closing my eyes, images of relatives ..
float around the black, inky screen. Nieces
and nephews, flung far and wide, who
rarely send me more than a card or a tin
of sugar cookies. art; crying. because I
didn't send them anything. I' m talking out
loud again, letting self pity get the best of
me like it always does. "Well, what the.
hell do they know about life. They're not
out there trying to make it. They've got it
pretty cushy for first graders." They're
little materialistic swine anyway. They
have been since they were one year old, '
when everything they touched became
"mine. That's mine." Spoiled rotten. My
kids will never be like that. They'll learn
money doesn't grow on trees. Repeal the
Child Labor Lawsl!
'

No, you wouldn't catch me dead out
at the mall the other 364 days of the year.
I freak out when I see an elderly, obese
couple licking ice cream off each other's
elbows. They head off to paw through the
discount bin looking for bargain 99 cent
~trylic sweaters which they can wrap up
10 last years reused paper and send to the
grandkids. "Martha, look, heres a petty
one." Like I said, I freak out in such social
situations. Or, else I become such the
broodin~ cynic, that every old goof,
bowlegging down the hall with Martha in
Osh Kosh bib overalls is subject to cruel
ridicule. And the packs of uncouth teenage wecnies, decked out in video-rock star accesories, remind me of that discombobulated twisted ordeal of life ealled
puberty. God, I'll never go through puberty again.
'
.
~utholi~ytradi.tionsdonotdreeasy,
and I m certainly not one to disappoint
nephews and nieces. I'll sec you out at the
mall. Look forme, I'll have a big smile on
my face.
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SUNDAY

DE

Festival of Ceramics, to
p.rn., BSU Gallery of Art,LiI
Building.

M 0 N DAY

DEC:

4
FRIDAY

DEC

Free child care, sponsored
Finals Relief program and the
Care Center, I p.m. - 5 p.m.,
Care Center. Must register in
Student Activities office. Ca
more information.

8

Last day to completely withdraw from
BSt).
BSU Library extended hours.
floor open from 7: p.rn. - 11 p.m.

First

Benefit showing of Rom
Raul Julia,3 p.m., The Flh
646 FultonSt, $7. Proceeds
Boise Coalition for Central k
Boise's Amnesty Intcrnationa

Men's basketball, BSU vs. San Jose
State, 7:30 p.m., Pavilion.
SPB films, Vernon. Florida and The Thin
Bille Line, 8 p.m., SPEC. Vernon. Florida

Student Union extended
a.m, for studying. Free cram.
Union Street Cafe.

is a contrived portrait of small-town
eccentrics in America and reveals oddball
humor, encased in an eerie stillness.

SPB film, Dead Poets Sod
SPEC. Dead Poets Society s
Williams as a teacher whose i
learning inspire seven student
their individual passions, expl
horizons of self-expression an
excitement of their boarding 1

Fragment of Dream, 8 p.m., Morrison
Center Stage H. Free with donations
Men's basketball, BSU vs. St. Mary's,
7:30 p.m., Pavilion.

WEDNESDAY

DEC

accepted.

Holiday Pops featuring the Boise
Philharmonic, Boise Master Chorale and the
Meridian and Caldwell high school choirs,
8:15 p.m., Morrison 'Center. Tickets arc
$14 and $10, half price for children, from all
Select-a-Seat outlets.

6

SATU'RDAY

Listening Under the Ice: the
Acoustic Behavior of Bowhead
Whales, 7:30 p.m., Education Building,
room 112, free. Slide show and whale
songs presented by Christopher Clark of
Cornell University. Sponsored by BSU
biology department, Sigma Xi and College
.of Art and Sciences.

DEC

9

Festival of Ceramics sale and
exhibit, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m., BSU Gallery of
Art. Liberal Arts Building.
Free child care, sponsored by BSU
Finals Relief program and the BSU Child
Care Center, 10 a.m .• 5 p.m., BSU Child
Care Center. Must register in advance in
Student Activities office. Call 385-1223 for
more 'information. See page 2 for more
information about all Finals Relief
activities.

Fragment of Dream, 8 p.m., Morrison
Center Stage II. Plays written by student
playwrights as part of New Play Series. Free
with donations accepted. Preview, page 7.

Student Union extended hours until 1
am. for studying. Sponsored by the Finals
Relief program.

BSU Non-tradltlonal student
support group, Wrap-up of the semester,
noon -1:30 p.m., Student Union Clearwater
room.

Family Christmas
party Listen to
Your Heart, sponsored by SPB; 1 p.m. 4 p.m., Student Union Ada Lounge.
Cookies, punch, caroling, coloring and
pictures with Santa Pictures with Santa are
$1 or bring your own camera SPB requests
that party-goers bring toy or non-perishable
food item for the needy. Preview, page 7.

Pianist Barbara Mathisen, senior'
.
recital, 7:30 p.m., Morrison Center Recital
Hall, free. Preview, page 7.

Gymnastics, BSU vs. Alumni, 2 p.m.,
Human Performance Center. Preview,
page 14: .

Fragment of Dream, 8.p.m.,
Morrison Center Stage H. Free with
donations accepted.

Women's basketball,
5:30 p.m., Pavilion.,

DEC

DEC

Final Examinations

Dolly Parton in concert, 7:30 p.m.,
Pavilion. Tickets are $16.50 from all Selecta-Seat outlets.

THURSDAY

MONDAY

7

BSU vs. BYU,

Toys for Tots Festival of the
Christmas 'SkJ, 6' p.m., Parkflenter,

11
Week!

Festival of Ceramics, 10 a.m. - 5
p.m., BSU Gallery of Art, Liberal Arts
Building.
Masseuse, sponsored by the BSU Finals
Relief program; noon - 4 p.m., Student
Union Nez Perce room, free. For an
appointment, call the' Student Activities
office at 385-1223.
Free child care, sponsored by BSU
Finals Relief program and the BSU Child
Care Center, 6 p.m. ~ 10 p.m., BSU C~i1d
Care Center. Must register in advance 10
Student Activities office. Call 385-1223 for
more information.
Student Union extended hours until I
a.m. for studying. Free cram snacks in the
Union Street Cafe.
SPB Film, Dead Poets Society. 8 p.rn.,
SPEC.

TUESDAY

Masseuse, sponsored by tI
Relief program, noon - 4 p,
Union Nez Perce room, free
appointment, call the Stude
office at 385-1223.

Student Union extender
am. for studying. Free cran
Union Street Cafe.

Men's basketball, BSU vs. Gonzaga,
7:45 p.m., Pavilion.
Fragment' of Dream, 8 p.m., Morrison
Center StageIl, Free with donations
.
accepted,

. ~.

Holiday Pops, sponsored by the Boise
Philharmonic, 8:15 p.m., Morrison Center .

DE

THURSDAY

r

Wrestling, BSU vs. Portland ,
p.m., Human Performance Ccnn

. Page
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10 a.m. - 5
.Libcral Arts

red by BSU
Ithe BSU Child
.m., BSU Child
:r in advance in
Call 385-1223 for

15

MONDAY

Student Recital featuring pianist Jennifer
Chan, 7:30p.m., Morrison Center Recital
Hall, free. Chan, a Bishop Kelly High School freshmen, is a student of BSU music
professor Madeleine Hsu.

Spring

DEC

ed hours until 1
am snacks in' the

lociety, 8 p.m.,
'ty stars Robin
ISC ideas about
dents to pursue
explore new
n and discover the
ng school.

JAN

16
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15

begins.

Martin Luther King Day. Schedule
events and related story, page l.

JAN

of

19

Last day to make class changes
without
permission.

omero starring
Flick's located at
-eds benefit the
11 America and
onal chapter.

semester

F RID A Y
SAT U R DAY

9 December

Women's basketball, BSU YS. Cal-State
Northridge. 5:30 p.m., Pavilion,
Men's basketball, BSU \is. WisconsinGreen Bay, 1:45 p.m., Pavilion.

oN

Nutcracker, presented by American
Festival Ballet, 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.,
Morrison Center Recital Hall. Tickets
available from all Select-a-Seat outlets.
Tickets are $25, $20, $16, $8 with a $2
discount for seniors and students from all
Select-a-outlets.

GO

I N G:

through

dec

Senior art show, BSU Gallery of Art,
Liberal Arts Building. Featuring works by
seven art and advertising design majors.
Hours arc 9 a.m. to 5 p.m, Monday through
Friday and 1 p.m. - 5 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday. Review, page 7.

through
SUN DAY

DEC

jan

1

17
Journey, drawings exhibited by BSU
graduate student Frederick Choate, Student
Union Second Floor Gallery. An.artist's
reception will be conducted from 7 p.m. to
8:30 p.m, Dec. 6.

Nutcracker, presented by American
Festival Ballet, 2 p.m, and 8 p.m.,
Morrison Center Recital Hall.

DEC

7

22 through °D E C 26

Christmas Holiday. BSU Closed.

THURSDA

Y. DEC

28

Ir

Women's basketball, BSU vs, LoyolaMarymount, 8 p.m., Pavilion.

FRIDA

Y D E'C

29

Albertson's
Classic men's
basketball
tournament, Pavilion.
6:30 p.m. ISU YS. Kent State
8:30 p.m, BSU YS. Brooklyn College.

E C 12
ly theBSU Finals
4 p.m., Student
free. For an
:udent Activities

BSU library hours during break:
Dec. 16 through Jan. 14
Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m,
Saturday and Sunday closed
Dec. 22 - 26 and Jan. 1 closed
0

0

ided hours until 1
cram snacks in the

DEC
nd State, 5

0

SAT U R DAY

DEC

Albertson's
Classic men's
basketball
tournament,
Pavilion.
6:30 p.m. ISU
Brooklyn College
8:30 p.m. BSU YS. Kent State

vs.

30

0

14
WEDNESDAY

JAN

:cnter.
Fee payment deadline
registered
for spring

for students
semester.

3

Advertising Club
Meeting Monday, Dec. 4 at 6 p.m. inthe Student
Union Canbou room.

Chi Alpha Pentacostal Movement
.Willbe meeting a17:30 p.m. next semester
or Information call 344-8659.

Gay and Lesbian Alliance (GALA)
Friday, Dec. 8 al7 p.m., Studenl Union Annex.
1005 Michigan Ave. Questions? Call Ann
345-7495 or Brianat 336-5160.

campus Crusade for Christ
Meetings are Friday nights at 7 p.m. In
Business Building room 102.

ASasu nlCOgntzed thJbs and orgariza!lons may publlsh the dale, line and placa of lhek" scheduled meeting 101'the upcomlng
week h this space. Come to The Unlversky Naws office between 12 noon-4 pm Molt.frl and iii 0\118 ~
lorm.
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Get the 'Christmas spirit by watching' videos
by Cliff Hall
~
The University News ~
Now is a perfect time to get
into the spirit of the coming
holidays .. Besides, it only
happens once a year so make the
most of it; sit back and relax with
a nice hot cup of cocoa, a blanket
and someone you care about.
With the days shorter, the weather
much colder, nothing can compare to a romantic night snuggling
in front of the TV watching
Christmas-time movie favorites.
There are some fine films to
choose from. Many are filled
with humor and sentiment (or
both) and all reflect the warmth of
the season. Besides, it's an
emotional time of year anywayso gorge yourself.
Even though you may find
that these films arc going to be
shown, sometimes over and over
again, on free TV, I recommend
'renting these particular films 1)
because there are no commercial
interruptions (jusruse the pause
button for polly breaks) and 2)
because there is no culling!
censoring of any kind. I was
watching one of these films while
going through channels the other
night and WTBS had cut out all of
my favorite moments. No
kidding!
Of all the holiday movies
available for rental, none comes
closer to the true meaning of
Christmas than that old standby
that everyone has seen parts of at .
least once, Frank Capra's It's a
Wonderful Life. Anything that
can be said about this 1946 film
has becn-there
are even whole
books devoted to the flick-so
suffice it to say that it may very
well be America's All-Time
.C~ristmas Classic. If, heaven
forbid, there's a chance that

Miracle on 34th street
you've never seen Jimmy Stewart,
Donna Reed and the rest... take
my advice and rent it!
Another one of my favorites
in that same genre, released
originally in 1947, is The
Bishop's Wife starring David
Niven, Loretta Young, and Cary
Grant-as an angel, no less! This
is one of those rare films that can
transport, even with its somewhat
cutesy-ish premise and flagrant
use of music and mood. This film
about earthly vs. divine love
between a heavenly being and the
title character moves on several
levels, creating an aura of fun that
is all-encompassing.
The Christmas tree decorating and the ice
skating scene are stand-outs. A
delightful holiday treat.
The best film version of
Dickens' all time seasonal
. wonder, A Christmas Carol, is the
1951 British production starring
Alastair Sim as the most fully
developed Ebeneezer Scrooge to
date. The magic of this film is
undeniable and should be seen by
all. Make note especially of the
production values and set design!
(If, by chance, you happen upon

the made-for-TV version of this
with George C. Scott, by all
means see it. It too is a gem.)
The best Santa movie of all
has to be Miracle on 34th Street.
This sweet and award- winning
film features the beautiful Natalie
Wood as an unbelieving little girl
who encounters the real Kriss
Kringle in Macy's. The movie

r--~~~~'T'::"'A""

.
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weaves a spell that can melt even
the most jaded of 1980s hearts
and is always a good-bet to put in
on Christmas Eve.
A more modem season ticket
(and a heckuva lotta fun besides)
is the screen adaptation of Jean
Shepherd's A Christmas Story.

Avalanche of
quality movies
to fill theaters
this season

This humorous and nostalgic look
at growing up in the •40s offers a
unique and timeless look at
childhood, parents and Santa wish
lists. The film's images linger
long in the memory: a small boy
with a bar of soap in his mouth,
the same child clinging to a slide
that leads to a very snotty Santa, a
student's gift to a prim teacher.
This classic plays even better on
the small screen.
Another more modem picture
that pleases--espccially
~o those
who need a color film-is last
year's Bill Murray vehicle,
Scrooged. Even with its obvious
unevenness, the laughs are earned
and come often enough and the
end almost makes up for the overtl.c-top special effects which
tipped the film's balance on the
big screen. Murray is, of course,
fine and Karen Allen helps create
the emotional ties with help from
director Clive Donner. The best
bits are the ghosts and the time
traveling. If you haven't ever
seen it, now is the best time .. ' .
Some other films worth
checking out during the break
include The Bells of St. Marys
with Bing Crosby and Ingrid

by Cliff Hall
The University News

Except for the summer, now
is the biggest time of year for
. movies. The holidays help of
course, but the real reason for the
avalanche is that, for Academy
Award eligibility, films must have
a release date before Dec.30 of
that year. In fact, the previous
five Best Pictures were all
: released after the month of
October.
,
This year is by no means an
exception. Theaters are full of
quality products. In fact, we
already have Steel Magnolias,
Dad, Immediate Family and
Crimes and Misdemeanors. All
have been packaged as to make
the most of nominational activ, ity-even
though most probably
won't sec Oscar night firsthand.
But during our Christmas
,',A .
break from school we're in for
even more! There's obviously no
way I can give any kind of
recommendation at this point-as
Peter Billingsly (right)
much as I'd like to sway you into
stars In Jean
seeing certain "sure bets"-but
Shepherd's
perhaps listing them will give an
A Christmas Story
idea of what's going to be
.
available in the weeks to come.
Between now and when we're
together again, you may have a
chance to see some of these
winter films and perhaps this will
Bergman, the musical Scrooge
help yOI! decide. Happy viewwith ttie always entertaining
ing ...
Albert Finney, and Holiday Inn ..
Two animated films have
with Bing Crosby and Fred
arrived to get the season off to a
Astaire. Incidentally, if you have
nice "family" start. Disney has
a choice between Holiday Inn and
The Little Mermaid which makes
White Christmas, go for the
see "Movies," p.ll
former.
i
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Patience is

a necessary virtue

Ski instructor meets babes-first-grade babes in "ski land"
by Kip Krawl
Special to The University

News

I remember my fi~st day on the mountain as aski instructor; I knew I had really
outdone myself this lime. Not only had I found a part-time job to help get me
through school, bu~ I was going to get paid for skiing. And although I hadn't been
given my class assignment yet, I w~s sure I'd be teaching hot looking college
coeds, and we would have a great time burning up the slopes together. Yes,
I knew I .was on the edge of good times and the glamorous life.
I waited for my class assignment with a group of veteran instructors, basking in the aura I felt all ski instructors exuded. Finally my
name was called and I was told to report to the flats to meet my
~Iass. When I heard "the flats" I should have realized that skiing
IS done on slopes, not flats." As I skied up to my new
stu?ents, I couldn't believe my eyes. They were only six
or s~ven years old! Some had skis on; some were trying
by Rob Getzin
to figure out how to put their skis Oil, and then there
The University News
was ~ne .Iittle blond-haired girl just sitting in the
snow crying. I had a strong urge to ski on past, but
somewhere deep in my heart must have been the
The first time Jeff Skillern went skiing
calling of a true instructor. I stopped.
he got a concussion: Seven years later he has
For the next hour I wiped noses, put on
his sights set on making the United States freegloves and hats, put on skis (almost as fast
style ski team and competing in the 1990 Olymas the kids could take. them off) and
pics.
attempted to teach nine first graders
Last year after competing-in the Intermountain
how to stay upright on their skis long
Division Ski Tournament, he went on to the nationals
enough to slide down the small bunny
where he placed 11th. This year he hopes to make the
hill. Then, in my best ski instructor's
top five and qualify for the U.S. team. He said he feels
voice, I explained to them the finer .
good about his skiing this summer and said of the upcomaspects of getting on the chair-lift.
ing competition, "I can blow doors off 'em."
And I must have done ·3 fairly
Skillern started skiing with the encouragement of a
good job because all nine loaded
buddy and was not discouraged by his first-day misfortune ..
safely on the chair without any
For the past four years he has been competing in local and
national competitions, but has never had a formal lesson.
complications.
Unfortunately, I must have
As head coach of the Bogus Basin Freestyle Team,
started by Skillern last year, he and the team's three other
forgotten to tell them how to uncoaches give lessons to 60 members, up from only 20
load.
When my first student made
members last year.
.
Like anyone serious about a sport, Skillern said he
it to the top of the mountain and
trains year round. To keep.in shape, he is on a training
was supposed to get off the lift, he
program atCheryl's Body Shaping, as well as riding his
just stayed sitting in the chair,
waving to me as the chair circled
mountain bike.
.
The only months he does not ski are September,
around the bull wheel and headed
October and part of November. When there is no
back down the mountain. As I hopesnow at Bogus Basin, Skillern heads to Mount
lessly watched him heading down
Hood to ski and work.
the hill in the wrong direction, I noBut when there is snow at Bogus.jie
ticed my second student was also havsaid he will go up as many as 150 times
ing problems. She did stand up outofthe
during the scason,andadrnits that in
chair, but unfortunately refused to let go,
high school he occasionally
and was dangling about 7 feet off the
skipped school to go skiing.
ground until the lift operator shut down the
whole lift and I ran over to catch her. Forty
minutes later, frayed, frazzled, and ready to

Freestyle skier sets
lyrnplc goal for 1990

.'

my students to the top of the hill .
. Now, I had·seen these kids ski down on the
. bunny hill, and although I knew they weren't great I
was confident they could at least make it down the
mountain as long as we took it slow. We formed a single
file line and headed down the slopes. About a quarter of the
way.down I was starting to gain confidence in the
of
yourlgsters. They were still falling:down occasionally,
. were doing better, and I was starting to feel like a real instructor.
we rounded a corner, I could see my supervisor standing off to the
of the trail. I could sec it was time to make some points. S topping the kids,
I explained to them that an important person was up ahead and that I
ski down first Then they could follow me and show off how good they were.

Skiing can be an expensive sport, and
Skillern says the frequent skiing used to
be a drain on his pocketbook. He now has '
sponsors to pay for his ski equipment, but
said they were not easy to find.
"People aren't really willing to sponsor freestyle as much as racing," he said,
attributing the problem to the fact that
freestyle skiing got a bad rap in the 70s
because well-known skiers would ski
while drunk.
Skillern's first sponsorship came
about as the result of meeting a representa~ive of a sporting equipment company.
HISother sponsors were obtained through
diligence: making many calls and writingnumerous letters. He now gets his skis
free from Hart, Pre and Rossignol and his
ski boots from Alpina. .
For the future, Skillern joked that his
goal is "The Wheaties box maybe ... " Rcalistically, his short-term goal is to make
the U.S. ski team, and his long-term goal
is to compete in the 1990 Olympics.
After that? He said he would like to
"Obtain some career. I don't know what
it is ... I have no major."
.
This winter, Skillern's freestyle team
will compete at Bogus Basin on Dec. 31
and Jan. I, and again at the Bogus Basin
Centennial Games Feb. 3 and 4.

- Larry
takes us
skiing up
Mahogany
Ridge
Page 2

Crosscountry
skiing with
Rick
Page 4
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by Heidi Voct

Bo,gus oln't bogus
when it comes to
good sklln'

enan

IJecker/The Unlven!ty New.

New snow at Bogus continues to pile up as the chair lifts sit
empty, waiting for eager skiers. Bogus Basin Is the closest
ski area to Boise and offers downhill and cross-country
skIIng.
-

The University News

Boise postcards typically
depict scenes of the Capitol, the
downtown or of BSU. Most also
have the view of a single mountain
peak in the background, In the
summer this may seem like just a
mountain, but in the winter it turns
into a wonderland of skiing, skating
and snow-filled fun. This mountain, well-known to Boiseans, is
Bogus Basin. It is located 16 miles
north of the city, and is a wellknown ski resort in the Northwest
Although not as commercialized or
celebrity-laden as Sun Valley,ithas
just as much to offer (except the
. high prices and long lift lines).
The 7,600-foot mountain resort offers 2,600 acres of skiable'
terrain. Thereare45 designatedlilts
and three rope tows. In addition to
downhill skiing, Bogus also offers
cross-country ski trails, snow boarding and ice skating facilities. There
is also an extensive program for
handieapped skiers.
Thanksgiving weekend usually marks the opening of the official ski. season, but because of unpredictable weather conditions, this
is not always the ease. Lew Peterson, spokesperson for Bogus Basin,
said, "Right now we have 10 inches

of snow at the base-you need 18
inches to open. The weather in
Idaho is pretty chancy so you can't
really count on anything."
He also said it has been snowing heavily on Bogus, and the country trails are open. They plan to
open the chair lifts as soon as there
is enough snow.
"Rarely do we ever go past
Dec. 10," he said.
Bogus Basin is a non-profit
organization owned and operated
by the Bogus Basin Recreational
Association. There arc no shareholders, so all profits go right back
into the resort according to information provided by Bogus Basin.
Although there are not any
major changes or special attractions
this year, there arc several behindthe-scenes improvements. They
have a new computerized lift-ticket
system, new cameras for the season
pass photos and a new snow cat
which grooms ski trails.
If you have never tried downhill skiing, Bogus Basin is a good
place to learn. According to one of
their brochures, the rope tows are
free and there is a ski school that
offers lessons at reasonable prices.
For weather conditions and
information about Bogus Basin call
SNO*Fon (342-2100.)

Apres ski i
by Larry Purviance
The University News

They callit "Apres' Ski" in
Europe.
In Boise, it's "skiing up on
Mahogany Ridge," "lodge skiing,"
and "mashing the moguls at the .
Firewater Saloon."
The question these answer is
this: "Why would anybody buy
$4,000 worth of clothes and equipment, drive two hundred miles on
slick and dangerous roads in order
to stand around in a lodge and get
pathetically drunk?"
There are many reasons why
"lodge skiing" is a more enjoyable,
safer and warmer way to have winter fun than regular skiing.
No one really likes to ski.Ict's
face it. How could itpossibly be fun
to stand for hours in a lift line with
hundreds of clumsy, pizza-faced
people, have the snot scared out of
you in an icy gondola ride that clings
and grinds hundreds of feet above
the snow, only to spend the trip
down alternatively buried in a obscenely deep drift or helplessly
caught in a thicket of filthy trees?
Expertlodge skiers have long known
skiing is good for only one thing: it
will most certainly mar and wreck
your perfectly good $1,500 Calvin
Klein feather boa outdoor suit.
Talk to any orthopedic surgeon.
The winter months arc a bonanza.
Rigid, irritating and frosty ski boots

Only 16 miles from
downtown. Boise!
45 runs, 6 double (

$21 'toam to 10 prr
$19 1pm to 10 pIT
$11 5pm to 1'0pIT

We have it all!

Resort to Fun!

1033 Broadway
Boise 385·0440

Cross-COL
SkiPacka
starting
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is apropos
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Mickey
Spillane talks
ski glom

arc designed for spiral fracturesstrap them on to a pair of skis razor-sharp enough to slice off a person' s
scalp. grab apairofsaber-likepoles,
hurl downhill at blinding speeds
over icy and unfamiliar terrain, and
you've written a prescription for a
bone doctor business boom. Lodge
skiers argue that they have all the
fun with none of the witless and
'menacing literalism.
And finally, lodge skiing is
obviously warmer. The hardcore
"indoor slalom schussers" enjoy a
cosseted and cozy pelf. safe and secure from hardship, slush and
harm; worried only about passing
out off the bar stool or the occasional bad band.
Sensible Boise "indoor Aspeneers" have several close and
desirable places where they can
further their "sport." At Bogus
Basin, there is the Bogus Creek
Lodge that offers cafeteria-style .
food, as well as beer and wine. At
the mid-mountain Pioneer Lodge.
tile Firewater Saloon promises a
rousing round of entertainment and..
fun this year, with several bands
seheduled over the winter.
In Idaho City, "interior telemarkers" can enjoy the tum-of-thecentury Miner's Inn or the rustic
Calamity Jane's. For those who
really want to heat up, the Warm
Spring's swimming pool is open
year-round.

by David Thomason
The University News

She was tepid, originally hot in
a one-piece lavendar ski suit by
Descente, $790. She was leaning up
against the bar talking moguls with
the barkeep and I gave her the onceover. I noticed that hanging from
her waist was a pair of $90 Gordini
gloves. This woman had dough and
taste and wanted everyone to know
it
The air at the ski lodge was
charged with a pulsating sex vibe so
strong I was giving my $280 baggy
pants by Carrcraa real workout. But
their loose fit allowed me to move
across the room with a smooth animal grace. I was more predator than
skier.
I set my Bolle' shades down on
the table with all the care a $140pair
of glasses deserves. The babe looked
over at me. I could tell that my
tropical fruit pullover by Mistrals
was making points. She smiled
approvingly when I nonchalantly
pulled out my new solar gloves. She
seemed to appreciate that the new
high-tech fabric was worth 8 to 9
degrees on tile hill. When you live
as hard and fast as I do you learn to
pick up on "take me" cues. I was
ready to break a move.
"'"
I was about to get up and claim
, what was mine when an aggressivelooking dude started making conversation with the chick. I knew it
.was a major setback when I realized
he was wearing a full-body suit by
Toruge.Hehadiridesccnt$150Ray
I Bansrestingonhisperfeetlycombcd
hair and his'tin-the-boot" pants gave
him that tapered look. Everyone in
the room could see he was wearing
neon Hot Chillys. Garment for garment, he had me by over $200.
IfI had brought my skis I could
have thrashed him on the slopes.
But hell. a happening guy like me
can roll with the situation.
' "
I
Across the room I saw a wellfilled pair of $260 fuschia stretch
• pants by Cassini. The girl was on
J fire and the night was young ...
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Sportswear Company

Bring in this-coupon
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Idaho man offers story,
advice to snowmobilers
and cross-country skiers:
Winter fun can turn into
'a nightmare -- always
carry a survival kit

Well, it's about. time to drag
those dusty snowmobiles out of
storage, polish the chrome, tune
them up and get them ready for
another season of winter fun. There
are a lot of areas to snowmobile in
Idaho.
It is a veritable
snowmobiler's paradise.
Unfortunately, even paradise
has its dark side. Every year numerous rescue efforts are mounted
to aid lost and disoriented snowmobilers and cross-country skiers.'
Greg Giardina of Caldwell was the
focus of one of these rescue efforts
in 1981. Here is his story.
On Dec. 22, 1981 Giardina and
a friend went snowmobiling on West
Mountain above Cascade: "It was a
sunny day ...we went up approximately 20 miles to West Mountain
Range and were riding on top of this
ridge. It was a beautiful day, sunny
and warm and perfect conditions
for snowmobiling. We rode the
other side of West Mountain ... and
played around for two or three hours.
.. then we tried to climb back up to
the top of the hill, when the snow
gets wet the snowmobiles getstuck.
We huffed and we puffed and we
pushed, and we decided to keep
going lower and lower and lower
trYing to find a road to go out. It
started getting dark and it started
snowing. Probably one ofthehcaviest snowfalls that I've ever seen in
my life ...it was probably snowing
three to four inches an hour. We
weretiredfromwrestlingoursnowmobiles. Basically all we had was a
lighter and snow melt. We were
totally dehydrated, we had no survival gear whatsoever. Hypotllermia probably could've set in... we
took one of the rags we had and
dipped it in the gas tank to start a
frre ... we kept the frre going ... "
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Itsnow~d throughout the night.
The next morning Giardina and his dina went home for Chrisunas Eve.
friend attempted to walk out. "We Happy to bealive, he describes itas,
got up to the top of the ridge and "The best Christmas Eve of my
were walking for a couple of hours. life;"
,
.. we actually got on top of West
Giardina learned a valuable
Mountain Ridge, to the cast would lesson that trip. Now he said he
be Cascade Lake and to the west never goes snowmobiling without a
was the town. We got up there, basic survival ,kit.
walked around ... we did not know
Every snowmobiler and crosswhich way was cast or west, we' country skier should carry a basic
couldn't find allY landmarks."
survival kit. Snowmobilers and
Giardina and his friend contin- skiers should carry a minimum of
ued walking all day. That night waterproof matches and a candle, a
they came upon a snowcat lIacks, thermal blanket (one ofthosclightwhich seemed like a superhighway
weight, compact, space blankets
after trudging through the snow all works best), and a compass. In
day. A few miles down the cat track addition take along some candy bars
they were discovered by rescuers and some dry clothing.

Instructor -...,---ings used) are a more advanced
version of the standard ski. They
have metal edges which allow for
~Iemark-style downhill turns, are
Anyone who hasn't experi- sturdier for rough surfaces, and may
enced the peaceful calm of Nordic require a few minutes of care before
skiing is missing half the fun of using. The sturdier, three-pin boot
snow. Sure, downhill is fun, but is necessary for off-track skiing or
expensive. And a lot of what could breaking new trail.
be schuss time is time spent :-vaiting
Aside from ,the ~RC, t~e only
in line for a cold lift-ride ,to the top. ' other two locauons In BOIse that
Nordic skiing (cross.:country) rent three-pin equipm~nt are the
. gives the winter outdoor enthusiast Benchmark oil Emerald, and High
the best of everything. ManyaccesCountry Sports at Fifth and Main
sible Idaho trails offer panoramic slIeets downtown. MCU's Sports
views at little or no cost. Effic'ient or the fairview location of Herman's
NordiC skiing, conlIary to appear- sports rents touring skis.
ances,isrelatively.effortless--ifyou
The next step is finding th.e
can walk, you can cross- country . right trail. Almosteverybackcounski. Bring along some food, hot try road in the state is skiable in the
spiced wine and someone you can winter-time but moderately experitalk to and ... Shazzam! ... a enced skiers are advised to stick to
holiday.
marked trails. More than one adThe frrst trip is always the hard- venturer has met an unhappy enqest. Beginners are confused about ing after getting lost in ilic woods in
where togo for equipment and how the winter.
far into the wilderness they have to
If enough snow falls in town,
trudge for trails. The easiest answer try skiing Boise's parks. Six inches
to every 'question is a class being of snow' usually covers the grass
offered in the spring through the and garbage (and all those frozen
,Outdoor Adventure Program. For squirrels) well e,nough on which to
one credit, students are taught the ski. Ifyougetcold,yourcarisright
basics and then taken on a guided around the corner. Best of all, it is
trip. The class is buried in the absolutely free-an instant cheap
catalog, somewhere under "fitness date.
activities."
Bogus Basin has one groomed
For those with at least some trail but plans for more. The Bogus
experience, good equipment can be Basin Nordic Foundation is pushrented through the Outdoor Rental ing plans for an extensive trail sysCenter 'on the southeast corner of tern on the mountain. Currently, the
the SUB. The ORC is the only one trail is located just past the
rental outlet in Boise which offers a lower lodge parking lot and the cost
discount to students.
to ski it is about $4 butdoublecheck
Two types of ski packages are before heading up there.
available for rental from the ORC,
In McCall, the hiking trails at
they are '~touring" style skis and Ponderosa Sta~ Park are. groomed
"mountain three-pin" style. Three- and open to skiers all WInter, and
pins (a reference to the type of bind- _ they are free. There are several

continuedfromfront page
I slid to a stop beside my supervisor just in time to hear him yell,
"Oh shit!'~ I turned around and it
looked like a bomb going off. There
were skis, poles, gloves, hats and
kids flying everywhere. Evidently
they all had tried to get down the hill
frrst and collided into a giant ball.
The glamour of this job was killing
me.

by Rick Overton
The University News

-,
4th 01 July

LOCATION MAP

Palouse Divide

Fish Creok '
Mcadow

KIp Krawl
Crawford

After a lengthy explanation to
my supervisor, I gathered my kids
up and we headed toward the bottom of the mountain again. We finally made itin one'piece, but to my
horror I realized this meant we had
to go back up. By the end of the day
I must have put on at least 100 pairs
of little gloves, picked up fallen
students 600-700 times, and cursed
myself 1,000 times for ever being
f&lk Ctoek~·
,
dumb enough to take such a stupid
job. But finally itended,arid I turned
"
my students (thank God) back over
~"""
including several close to Boise'on to their parents.
'highways 21 and 55.
The day was over. I was beat
To plan a trip; the best bet is to and could never remember working
drop into a rental outlet and ask so hard for so little. As I sat in the
about the trail conditions, where the lodge trying to gather the strength
snow is good, where the crowds for the drive home, a rosy-cheeked,
aren't and what costs may be en- blond-haired little girl walked up
countered.
and set a cup of hot chocolate down
The ORC is open Monday on the table in front of me. "Thanks
through Saturday, 3 to 7 p.m. and teacher," she giggled, then hurried
the helpful employees have mostof
back to the safety of her mother and
the answers to life's mysteries, plus father. As the hot chocolate flushed
they know about snow and Nordic the fatigue from my face, I couldn't
skiing.
help thinking that maybe tomorrow
Happy Trails.
those coeds would show up.
lO,t,l'IOfAllS

ePOCA1(l.LO

---

different trails for different energy
and experience levels. IGmberland
Meadows has trails that are lit at
night. Call ahead of time-these
ones will most likely cost.
The Park N' Ski system was
established by the Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation as a
sort of cross-country ski cooperative. Maintenance of the trails and
parking areas is financed through
the purchase of Park N' Ski passes
which are available next to everywhere. A $10 pass pays for parking
all season in a number of areas,
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ianist and guitarists to give recital Dec. 7
BSU student Barbara.
Mathison will give her senior
piano recital at 7:30 p.m, Dec.
7 in the Morrison Center
Recital Hall.BSU guitar
students Kelli Larson and
Darren Donicht will also
perform during the same
recital.
Mathisen will perform
Deuxieme Suite pour Piano by
Rhene Jaque, Sonata, Opus 54
by Ludwig van Beethoven and
Preludes by Claude Debussy.
She is a student of BSU music
professor Madeleine Hsu.
Donicht will perform works
including Fantasia by Sylvius

t

by Phillip Von BOrg.en
The University News

Weiss and Allegro in D major
by Mauro Giuliani. Larson will
play several pieces including
Etude XI by Heitor Villa-Lobos
and Lagrima by Francisco
Tarrega. Both are students of
BSU music professor Joseph
Baldassarre.
Admission is free.

Willem Dafoe and Kyra
Movies ----Sedgwick. Considering the
hoopla and its stars, this could be
continued from page 10
a biggie.
Is it possible to imagine a
the most of the Hans Christian
more unlikely film duo? Strccp
Anderson story with songs by the
and Barr-as in Meryl and TV's
same folks who gave us Little
Shop of Horrors. Don Bluth, the
Roseanne-together
with Ed
Begley Jr. and Linda Hunt, retell
creative force behind The Land
the talc of an unfaithful husband
Before Time and An American .
in this comedy from Susan
Tale, has split (Why?) with
Steven Spielberg and found others Seidelman who brought us
Desparately Seeking Susan. The
to produce his newest, All Dogs
Go to Heaven. This talc of canine word on this one is that Strecp .
makes a comic tum beyond belief.
immortality boasts the voices of
We'll see ...
Burt Reynolds, Loni Anderson
That entertaining trio from
and Dorn Deluise.
Romancing the Stone and Jewel of
Speaking of Spielberg, his
latest flick stars Holly Hunter and the Nile-Kathleen Turner,
Michael Douglas and Danny
Richard Dreyfuss in a love story
DeVito-join forces once again in
that goes beyond the boundaries
the comedy The War of the Roses.
of time and space. Titled Always
Turner and Douglas arc a couple
and based on the '40s film A Guy
Named Joe, the plot centers on the headed for a major separation but
have too much to lose if they
antics of fire-fighting aircraft
divorce, so they split the house
pilots. Perhaps this picture will
down the middle and remain
finally cam the rich director the
living inside vowing to not cross
respect of the Academy that has
theline. As he did for Throw
so far escaped him ...
Born on the Fourth-of July is Mommafrom the Train, DeVito
director Oliver Stone and Tom
directs .
.Cruise's latest project Based on
Whatever you do during the .
the true story of a crippled
holidays, whatever film you
Vietnam vet who led protests
choose to sec, make the most of it
against the war, it also stars
and have a very Merry Christmas.
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One benefit to being a
reviewer is the freebies record
companies send to me; promotional tapes of unsigned bands,
debut albums or even new records
from established bands. It's even
better than watching MTV
because I don't have to be
tortured by Tiffany or Debbie
Gibson while' searching out new
music. But best of all, I get to
Art from
keep the the tapes. What a great
job, huh? Yeah, I think so too.
some variation in the album.
I received some tapes from
What I got was a guy who can
MCA/Mechanic Records, a few
only scream, no kidding, that's it.
names I recognized and some I
He sounds like a cross between a
didn't. I was both excited and
dying cat and Sam Kinnison. If
disappointed about the bands I
this is any indication on where the
listened to. Here's the run-down.
rock vocal sound is going in the
Bang Tango - Psycho Cafe
future, I'll be listening to the
I heard the first single released
"old" rock more and more.
from this album, "Someone like
VoiVod·NothingFace
you," a while ago. It was catchy
so I expected the rest of the record Inventive, original fast and heavy
to be about as good. Boy, was I . thrash metal. What more can I· .
in for a surprise. Lead singer Joe say, these guys arc great! Do not
label them as just another thrash
LcSte's screaming voeals sound
band, they're better than that. The
good once but I expected at least

Art from Law and Order Guilty a/Innocence

19,278 to choose from - all sulllects
Order Celalog Today with Visa/MC or coe

_

800·351.·0222
In CallI. 12131477-8226

~

Or, rush $2;00 10: Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave.I206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
1
Custom research also available-ali levels
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UNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?
Idaho Youth Ranch

Self-service
Macs
Copies
Self-serve Typewriters
Transparencies
Binding

ADOPTION
SERVICES

kinko·s·

the copy center

Coupon must accompany order

Free counseling
Choice olAdoptiveParents

Nol valid wllh any other qller. Good through Dec, 15, 1989.
615 S. capitOl Blvd. BoIse 342-7995· FAX 208·336-2537

342-6805
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Volvod NothlngFace album

music puts you in a mystical
world where your imagination can
lake you to levels you have never
experienced. This album contains
some real gut-crunching thrash
songs like "The Unknown
Knows," "Nothing Face" and
"Inner Combustion." There is
also a weird cover of Pink Floyd's
"Astronomy Domine."
Law and Order - Guilty of
Innocence Once in a while there
comes a band that has the
potential to lake the world by
storm, just as Guns 'N' Roses did
a year ago. Law and Order may
well be one of the top bands of the
'90s. Their album is so diverse
that to describe it I would have to
go through the song list, one by
one. Some particularly kickin'
tunes arc "Dawg," Love Reality,"
"Your Sister Docs" and "No Love
Lost." There arc even some folk,
bluesy acoustic numbers such as
"In the Shelter," and "Delta
Prison Blues,":. If you like being
on the edge of new music, get this
album. You won't be disap• pointed-I promise.

album

T
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Wishing 'Eueruone
at BoiseState
a :Jlappy Holidayl

1416 W. Franklin Street, BoIse
All services confidential

HE'S THE ONLY MAN FOR
THE JOB •••BECAUSE HE'S
BEEN GIVEN NO CHOICEI
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For fans of Westerns. for fans of spy stories for fans. of comics everYWherel
AYiilable nowfl'orri Epic Comics~

:~Boise

New Mythology
Comics & Science Fiction
344-6744

1725 Broadway
Boise
1H &

©, 19~9Jun

MIl::hel CtUIr1ter & Je~n

Gnud

Fp« ComICS

IS ~

trJdem~rk of

Ep« ComiCS,

IrK

Optometric Care

Dr. Steven G. Snapp
300 :Maffanf a». Suite 110
£aRg, Pointe Center, tJ3oise.

'342-4841
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drive. He used silver duct tape for
the one-foot increments, and
household masking tape marked
every two inches. Chalk worked
best for distinguishing inches and
half inches, and Link wrote the
accumulative distance total on
each piece of tape with Mom's

It was one thing for Link to play
with me alone, but he would
never be seen enjoying himself
with me in front of his friends.
What 11 year old could be seen
having honest fun with a six year
old and maintain respect? So
since I had the opportunity, I

to practice on my own.
"What are you doing, Little
Girl?" It was my father home
from work.
"Practicing spilling, " I
replied, more interested in my
task than his arrival. "Link taught
me."

If I could learn to spit well enough,
maybe, just maybe I could hang around
with Link and his friends.

~

lIt==s~

~
. --.--

andrea jackson
Five years seems like forever
when you're six. An eternity.
And that's how far I was from
tagging around behind my
brother, Link, a grown up 11. I
adored everything he did; I
wanted everything he wanted. I'd
do anything he said, and he knew
it and generally used it to his
advantage. All I wanted was to be
big and smart like Link. My
chance came the day the lessons
started.
I was six, it was summer
vacation, Link was paying
attention to me, and Mom and
Dad were remodeling the house,
providing us with our own frontyard playground. What else could
a kid want? Only the lessons.
• Link, the teacher, and Andrea, the
student, on a hot, glorious day in
June, embarked on spitting lessons. Link assured me that all the
• right people knew proper spitting
technique, and if I wanted to be
cool (and I did), I needed some
spitting basics.
To begin, Link marked off a
competition spitting lane in the

,(J1{
~

'.

... . . .

~

favorite fountain pen. After a
glass of cherry Kool-aid (Link
always poured more in his glass),
we moved on to the all-important
spitting lessons. The first of my
lessons was to observe various
spilling styles. What better place
than in the midst of a construction
project? So off I went to shadow
the carpenters remodeling our
house.
It turned out none of the
workers chewed tobacco; in fact
they spit so little my six year-old
attention span soon grew more
.interested in imitating the range of
new words at my disposal. I
heard words certain to get Link's
attention when he returned to
normal and was ignoring me
again. It never occurred to me to
find out what they meant; I intuitively knew, that directed at him,
Link wouldn't like those words,
so I loved them.
Son-of-a-bitch. I liked that
one. It just rolled off my tongue
so easily and was popular with the
workers, so I heard several pronunciations. I could make it one
word, "sonofabitch,' or make it
distinctly four separate words,
','son of a bitch." I could emphasize the first part, or the last, or
somewhere in the middle. I was
practicing when Link came to
check on me.
"Learn anything?" he asked.
"Not abourspiumg."
"Come on, then," he said, '
missing my devious grin. "I'll
show you myself." And he pulled
me along towards our spitting
lane,
, Link's patience surprised me,
and the subject enthralled me. If I
could learn to spit well enough,
maybe, just maybe I could hang
around with Link andhis friends.

'Ihe l1niversity 9f!,ws wou(ifik!-to

tlian( tfie stud'ents in Pat·
9{agCer'sCampus '£Ce~ntary SdiooCfirst graae cfossfor proVUfing
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dedicated myself to his every
"I see. Is spitting really what
word, to mastering spilling for the little girls like to do?"
sake of the relationship I drearnt
"Oh, yes. I want to learn so
of having with Link.
Link will let me play with him
Link spit, and I watched. I
and his friends."
watched how he curled his tongue
"Well, it looks like you're
in a trough, gathered saliva on it,
doing pretty well," he said, eyes
tipped his head back so his little
grinning at me. "Why don't you
adams apple pointed up, and bent
come in and help with dinner?" I
his knees. Then, like a spring let
welcomed the reprieve; I was
loose, he uncoiled, sending a big
about to the end of my spit
glop of spit flying down the lane.
supply.
I tried. I couldn't curl my tongue,
I talked excitedly at dinner,
I had no adams apple, and I
anxious to share my victory on the
uncoiled more like the dead
spilling lane with my mentor and
spring on the back porch door.
my family .
But I was encouraged-Link
"I'm spilling really far, Link!
hadn't laughed. I wiped the spit
I know if I practice hard and keep
off my shirt front and tried once
doing everything you say, I'll be
again with limited success.
as good as you soon."
"Timing,".Link instructed
No answer. Maybe he hadn't
me, "is everything in spilling.
heard me.
Like shooting ajump shot
I baited him again; "I can't
(something I related more closely
wait 'til tomorrow, so we can
to), you must release at the exact
practice some more, Link."
time your legs give you the most
Silence. That dead, awkward
power-not
before not after."
silence made it clear Link had no
I made it past my shirt and
interest in me; I knew it was
shoes and onto the lane. It felt
because his dumb friend, Mike,
wonderful. Now I knew I could
was over for dinner. Not only did
do it; I could learn to spit like a
Link pretend he didn't hear me,
champ. I pictured myself _.
but just to ensure I understood the
standing around with Link and his severity of my encroachment on
friends, kicking rocks and talking
his coolness in front of his best
about important 11 year old stuff,
friend, Link totally avoided my
and spitting. Wow, had my time
anticipating eyes and after what
really come?
'seemed
like forever, directed his
Wait a minute. Out of my .
silence-breaking message at Mike.
daydream and back to reality, I
"Hey, Mike, you want to go
realized I wasn't a champion
fishing tomorrow?"
spiller simply because I could
That did it. I wouldn't take
propel saliva ~yond my sneakers., Link's ignoring me anymore. My
To be a champion WOUld,take at
accomplishment was too imporleast ~ afteI?oon of dedicated
tantto be overlooked this way.
practice. WIth some words of en"You son-of-a-bitchl"
I spit
couragement (yes, actual encourat him red faced fists clenched
'
agem~nt from ~ink), a~~ a.few
D~d sent me'to my room
last mmute reminders ( POInt..
'finish dinner; things were back to
your chin up high,") Link left me
normal at my house.
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min' mrough.Boots n Saddles - For a Cowboy,
dAheadat6o'clock.
SQI toSQ2 over and out.
rom Elvis' Favorite Love Child.
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anted-SPB
would like to sponsor some needy
SU families this Christmas. If you know of a
ily that needs some help-please
contact Bev
elton or Angela Booth, Student Programs Board,
85-1332.
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by Jim McColly

eed Auto Body Repair? from minor fender bendrs to complete paint jobs. We'll beat most body
hop prices. 10 percent student discount. The Wet
k Auto Body. 375-8624.
j

.J'JEW BSU DONORS ... WILL BE PAID $15
FOR THEIR INITIAL DONATION AND $15
FOR THEIR 2ND DONATION INTHE SAME
'. CALENDAR
WEEK.
ANY DONOR WHO
HASN'T DONATED IN THE LAST 30 DAYS
iwILL RECEIVE $13 THEIR 1ST DONATION
~ND $10 THEIR 2ND DONATION IN THE
SAME CALENDAR
WEEK.
YOU MUST
~RING IN THIS AD, YOUR STUDENT ID
JAND ANOTHER VALID ID TO COLLECT
. 'THIS BONUS. THIS BONUS IS NOT VALID
WITH ANY OTHER BONUS.
COME TO
AMERICAN
PLASMA
SYSTEMS;
1021
BROADW A Y AVE.,
ACROSS
FROM
COBBY'S. OPEN 9·5TUES., WED., FRI. AND
SAT.
$1200InstantGOLD CARD No Credit, BadCredit,
No Turndowns, Cash Advances.
100 percent
College Approved. Call (803) 750-0022 ext. 9520,
24 hours.
Is ItTrue ... .J ccps for $44 through the Government?
Call for facts! 1-708-742-1142 Ext. 9445A.
~'''''

NANNIKli!!! As the fastest growing agency in the
\ East, we offer immediate placement in the New
\ York,NewJersey,Connecticutareas.
Ouragency's
j"pIUS" is that you personally meet with our parents
and children before you accept a position. Certified
1training classes offered. Great benefits-paid vaca"1 tion, health insurance, and more. Over 250 nannies
,jplaced yearly. Yearly employment only. NAN-'
lNIES PLUS 1-800-752-0078.
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I•,\Help Wanted. The student programs board isin
need of a films house manager. The applicant must
be a full-time student with at least a 2.25 GP A. Fo~
Iimore information and applications inquire at the
ASB~U ~ffice or call 385-1440. The application
:', deadline IS Dec. 8, 1989.
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'lRoommate.
Female, non-smoker- wanted to ~elp
. look for a 2 bdrm place to rent m Jan. Serious
I; student preferred or, if already-have a place and
~... need roommate. Call Kathy 322-8840.
f>.:;

V

.
•
For rent-furnished

2 bedroom house in North

~.•.•
:•..
:.lEnd. !?ishwasher, ~enced yard, gas heat and ther~'imal windows. AvaJlableJan 10 - May 15. $350.
[;1Call Mike 336-7340..
.

Fo' S",0-280 ZX ~a"",;1981, vo'>'

['i. 385-1571

.c:'...'.:..•.•...••.•.••..•..
]...••.•.•.

or 322-4064.

L! For Sale-K2Carbon

.

0'" $4,000,

LTD-1989 Ski. Size 195cm
957 Composite-S375.
Fischer RS
:::~Super GS Ski. Size 195cm with Salomon 747$250. Dynastar prasoft ski, size 185cm with
Salomon 647. $150. Call Eric 345-8089. Leave
message.

!'); with Salomon
1'!:

u;~
Hi
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ACTRESS/MODEL
AFFORDABLE ALTER.NATIVE ANYTHING
AR.OMATHER.APY AS SEEN ON TV . AUDIOPHILE AWAR.D-:WINNING
'BITE THE 'BIG ONE 'BOTTOM LINE 'BR.EAKFAST LINKS
THE CENTER. FOR.ANYTHING
CHILLlN' COLD FUSION
COUCH POTATO CR.ITICALLY ACCLAIMED THE DAR.K,KNIGHT
DESIGNER.ANYTHING
DIFFER.ENT STROKES FOR.DIFFER.ENT FOLKS
DOG'BR.EATH 007
EAR.TH TO __
EL LAY ENER.GIZ,ER.
FISHWICH FLASHDANCE GENIUS GUR.U HUNK. J.A.P.
I "
ANYTHING
I'M A SUR.VIVOR.
KING. OF R.OCK'N' R.OLL
LIFE IN THE FAST LANE LEGENDAR.Y LIMO LITE ANYTHING
LIVING LEGEND L-WO~D MCNUGGET ME GENER.ATION
MEGA'BUCKS MEGADEATH
ME~ ANYTHING
MEN'S L1'BER.ATION
MOVER.SAND SHAKER.S NEOPSYC.HEDELlC.NONR.EFUNDA'BLE
DEPOSIT PAR.TYANIMAL
PA'BULUM-PUKINGL1'BER.ALS PUNDIT
PUNS ON THEWOR.D "FA"lC.." THE R.IGHT STUFF
R.OCK 'N' R.OLL
HA,LL OF FAME SE"lC..POLITATIONSMAR.TANYTHING
SMUR.F
SNEEZE GUAR.D SPACE CADET
SPACE CASE SPLATTER. FILM
STREETWISE
SUPER.MAR.IO'BR.OS. TLA
TACKY
THIR.TYSOMETHING ANY-NUM'BER. SOMETHING THUM'B'S DOWN
THUM'B'S UP . STYLE
UNISE')f." UPSIDE THE HEAD VEEJAY
'wHAT'S HOT (AND WHAT'S NOT) WHER.E'STHE 'BEEF? WOODSTOCK
WOODSTOCKGENER.ATION

PR.ESIDENTQUAYLE

I
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Gymnastics team gears up for 90 season
by Marjie Geier
The University News
Just when most BSU students
arc dreaming of finals and anticipating a month away from school,
the BSU gymnastics team is gearing up for the 1990 season, The
Broncos will kick off their season
Dec. 9 with their annual Alumni
Meet.
.According to third-year Coach
Yvonne Sandmire, the Alumni Meet
serves many purposes. "It's a lot of
fun. Former BSU gymnasts put
together routines and actually compete against the Bronco gymnasts.
Of course we water down the difficulty and ease up on the scoring,"
she said.
The Alumni Meet also serves
as a good warm-up for the team.
"This is the first real competition of
the season, and we are able to sec
everyone compete and we get an
idea of where we are at," Sandmire
said. The team is broken into two
smaller teams during the meet, allowing all of the athletes a chance to
compete.
The Alumni Meet also serves
as a fund-raiser for the Jackie Carringer Endowed Scholarship Fund,
which is granted each year to a
Bronco gymnast. All gate receipts

from the Dec. 9 meet will be added
to the scholarship fund.
.
The Bronco gymnastics team
is returning after an outstanding
1989 season. Last season the Broncos broke all 10 team and individual
recordsandplacedfifthattheNCAA
Western Region Championships. It
was the highest finish ever by a
Bronco team.
The Broncos lost five starting
seniors last year and will begin the
1990season with a relati vel y young
team, but Sandrnire said she is optimistic.
"We've got three kids returning with a lot of experience. Cherianne Calkins was one of our leading
scorers last year. Anne Staker holds
the school record on the balance
beam and took fifth at regionals on
the bars. Liz Seeley was an All
Conference athlete last year."
. Sandmire said she expects her
team to be strong this year .. "The
kids that didn't compete much last
year now have the chance to prove
themselves," she said, and added, ;
"I'm sure they will. all rise to the:
occasion."
:
The Alumni Meet will be held i
Dec. 9 at 2 p.m, in the Human Performance Center. General admission is $2. Students and faculty are
admitted free with an activity card,
but donations will be accepted.

i

This is a peculiar
time of year ...
by Carky Hansen
The University News

What a peculiar time of year
this is.
While standing around at the
Administration Building in an attempt to register for spring semester courses, I contemplated upon
what it is we should be thankful for,
as this is the primary reason for the
holidays; which, I might add, haveready or not-ambushed
us yet
again.
Some might be surprised that a
sportswriter like myself would (or
could) go to such a great intellectual
depth. What can I say? Strange
things happen when one finds himself standing in a crowded hallway for more than two hours.
By the way, while in line I
think 1solved the problem of world
hunger and poverty in general; I'm
pretty sure I worked out a way to
reduce the budget deficit while at
the same time make everyone in
America very wealthy, too.
But that, of course, is an entirely different story meant to be
Sporls lnIormollon Photo
told on another day.
What a peculiar time of year
Bronco gymnast Korey MacMillan runs: ier routine
this is.
In college life, the yuletide
season means the close of yet another semester, and the dreaded "F
word" (finals) seems to have a
J
strange affect across campus. StuJunior wide-receiver
Wink lar season and tournament MVP,
dents of all ages flock to a building
WhiteandseniorcenterPatMcDade
along with Eastern Washington
sometimes referred to as the "liearned second team All-Big Sky teammate Suzanne Vick, are also brary" (is that near the Pavilion?),
offense honors. Boise State line- first-team selections. Karen Th- and some of the more conscientious
backers Tim O'Connor and Scott ompson of the University of Idaho,
ofBSU students set out to prove me
Russell, and junior cornerback- and Mari Brown of the University
wrong: People sometimes do study
Frank Robinson were also men- of Montana round out the All-Big
on Saturday night. Drastic situtionedin the voting.
Sky Conference volleyball first ations call for drastic measures, I
Senior middleblockers Kelly team.
suppose.
Baker and Sandy Stewart were
Boise State senior outside-hitSo what is it that we should feel
named to the 1989 All-Big Sky tel' Debbie Hansman also was given thankful for?
volleyball team for the second con- All-Big Sky honors for the second
We should be thankful that we
secutive season. After the 1987 consecutive season; she was named
haven't developed a stress fracture
season, Baker also was selected to to the 1989 AII-Big Sky second in one or more of our limbs, as has
the conference's first team, along team.
happened to an ever-growing numwith receiving all-region honors.
ber of players on the men's basketJuli Argatow .the Big Sky reguball team. Are stress fractures
contagious?
.
.
Well, grant me an hour in the
registration line and I'll have the
answer to that question forthcoming; an additional 60 minutes and I
just might know the cure, too.
in four games, 15-4, 10-15, 15-3,
We also might feel thankful
by Corky Hansen
15-5.
that we aren't members of the
The University News
In Saturday, morning's quar- ASBSUSenate. It'sawfullyhardto
The women Broncos concluded terfinalplay, Boise State battled keep up with the unfortunate mess
what turned out to be an extremely back from a 2-1 game disadvantage- (especially for those like me-I've
successful 24-8 season last week in for the third time in four matches, just recently learned how to spell
Birmingham, Ala. It was Boise and beat William and Mary 10-15, ASBSU), but it seems to be cvolvState's first shot at a national post- 15-12, 10-15, 15-9, 15-10.
ing into a very, shall we say, emoseason tournament since entering
Senior outside hitter Debbie tional situation. They're making
the Division I ranks,
Hansmann made 23 net-kills and the "cola wars" of old seem like a
BSUadvancedtothetitlemateh
had 21 digs in the title match for church social in comparison. Bull
of the WIVC before falling at the BSU. SeniormiddleblockersKelly
suppose the majority of the masses
hands of Wisconsin-Green Bay in Baker and Sandy Stewart also won't become truly aware of the
four games, 14-16, 15-11, 13-15,9- played well in the final. Baker had situation until they (whoevcr"they"
15.
21 kills and 12 digs and Stewart 15 might be) begin recall procedures
The 16 teams were divided into kills and 6 blocks against Wiscon- against Dr. Keiser or Coach Dyefour groups and played a round- sin-Green Bay. Hansmann and something to that extreme.
robbin on Friday.
Boise State Baker were selected to the all-tourI have a hard time (like most
emerged with the best record in the nament team following the title everyone, I suppose) with politics
three matches on Friday, advancing match.
in general, and campus politics tend
to quarterfinal play. In preliminary
Eastern Washington, the Big to fly right over my head. So natuplay, they defeated Arkansas State Sky Conference representative in rally I deem it best not to allow my
in five games, 15_'17, 15-5,8-15,
the NCAA Volleyball Champion- lackofknowledgetoaffectme~
15-10, 15-7. The University of ships, lost in the first round of the l
Which works out Just fine-and
Georgia, the tournament's number tournament to the nation's top- dandy, as I have to fmd the library
one seed, w.as the next to faIl,. 15-8" rankedtearn,Hawaii,inthrccgames,
bef~ f- well, you know.
9-15, 11-15, 16-14, 15-12. The 2-15,9-15,7-15.
What's that? Tum left at the
Broncos then defeated Murray State
.
Pavilion?
I

1989 All-Big Sky teams announced
Sky with 10 rushing touchdowns
over the course of the season.
Senior defensive end Erik
Helgeson was one of two unaniThe All-Big Sky Conference mousselections on the All-big sky
football and volleyball teams have first team defense. Helgeson finbeen selected for the 1989 season. ished the season with 17 1{2 quarterback sacks, placing him among
Votes are cast by the league's
coaches who are not allowed to vote league leaders in the category.
Junior linebacker Kenny Kuehl
for. athletes within their respective
rounds 'OutBoise State's first team
programs.
Sophomore Chris Thomas is selection. Kuehl finished fourth
the lone Boise State representative among BSU defenders in tackles,
on the first teamoffense. Thomas and ranks first in the Big Sky in punt
was the league's leading ground return yardage, with 338 total yards.
gainer in 1989 with 895· rushing His return average of &.9 yards
\ yards, and was also tops in the Big places him third in the league.
by Corky Hansen
The University News

.BSU Athletes of the Week

,.

,Kelly Baker:

Seruormiddleblocker
from Auburn, Wash.;
had 22 kills and 12
digs in the championship match of the
WIVC, and was
named along with
teammate
Debbie
Hansmanri to the alltournament team.

Tanoka Beard:

Freshman
center
fromOgden,Utah,led
Boise State with 24
points and pulled
down 12 rebounds in
losses to Utah State
and Santa Clara University.

Women Broncos fall
short in title match
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by Matt Fritsch
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At the onset of any season, a
;; coach's main concern is to work
young players in with more expcrienced players to ensure a smooth
transition from season to season.
Thus far, the transition has been
anything but smooth for Boise State.
Freshman starters Tanoka
Beard and Pete Eisenrich arc contributing over 40. percent of the
Bronco men's basketball team's
total offense. Beard is the only
player averaging over 10 points per
game with 13.7 ,and leads the Broncos with five rebounds per game.
In addition, injuries have
crippled the strength of the Bronco
bench. Junior center Jon Johnson is
sidelined for at least a month with
stress fractures in both feet, bringingthenumberofplayerswhohave
missed playing time due to injuries
to four.
The Broncos, 1-3 for the season, are struggling on the court,
shooting just 41 percent from the
field, and 62 percent from the throw
line. BSU has' been out-rebounded
138-109 in four games.
In their most recent loss, a 6938 rout by the Santa Clara University Broncos, the BSU Broncos

scored only 38 points, breaking a
recorddatingbacktoJan.11,1986,
when theylost45-39to WebcrSwte.
Three days prior to their loss to
Santa Clara, BSU lost to Utah State
54-45: The Broncos outshot the'
Aggies48 percent to 34 percent, but
failed to convert their free throws.
They made 10 of 23; many of the
missed shots were the front end of a
l-and-l situation.
TIle only Bronco victory was
against an NAJA team in the opening game of the Real Dairy Classic.
BSU beat Lewis-Clark State Col.lcge .66-61 after trailing 28-22 at
halftime. TIle Broncos were sparked
by a 17-point second half performancc by Tanoka Beard to seal the
victory.
In the second game of the Classic, the Broncos were spanked by
the Idaho State Bcngals 72-47.
"ISU played extremely well.
They're a vastly improved team,"
said Coach Bobby Dye of the 25point loss.
Senior guard Rich Blythe
added, "ISU pressured us and we
couldn't take care of the ball. We
need to concentrate more when
shooting."
BSU faces St. Mary's Monday
at 7:30 p.m. in the Pavilion, the first
game in a four-game home stint for
the Broncos.
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Karpel runs Women's basketball struggles
at nationals in non-conference play

injuries
If and slumping offense
!~deplete Bronco strength
I',
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Boise State's Kathy Karpel
was the lone Bronco representative to participate in the NCAA
Cross-country Championships
in Annapolis, Md., Nov. 20.
The junior from Huntington Beach, Calif., ran the course
as an independent and finished
with a time of 18:01, her third
best of the season. She placed
85th out of 184 runners in the
meet.
The course itself was achallengeandwasmoredifficultlhan
any Karpel had run over the
course of the regular season.
"It was a good lest," said
Coach Klein or the race.
Cross-country participants
still work out every day in preparation for the upeoming indoor
and spring track seasons ..

Bronccszno
in race for All
sports Trophy

TIle Men's and Women's
athletic departments are once
again in the hunt for the annual
Big Sky conference "All Sports
Trophy."
Boise State currently is
second in men's and women's
combined point totals with 46
points trailing the University of
Montana with 52.
Points are tabulated from
conference regular season results. Through the fall semester,
points are accumulated in volleyball, football and men's and
women's cross-country. Spring
sports include indoor and outdoor track, basketball and tennis.
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by Matt Fritsch
The University News
A tough non-conference schedule is beginning to take its toll on the
women Broncos. Their record has
fallen to 2-3 with a 75-59 loss to
Oklahoma State last Saturday in
Irvine, Calif.
Boise State wasonly down by
three points at the half, but the
Cowboys scored 42 second half
points to Boise State's 29. BSU,
which shot 35 percent from the field
in the loss, was led by junior forward Kelly Heagy with 14 points.
'''We were excited to be in the
championship game," said Coach
June Daugherty after the game. She
said she felt BSU was "a very balanced, athletic team gifted with a
deep bench."
Preceding their loss to Oklahoma State, the Broncos dumped
host lJC-lrvine 51-35. Boise State
was led by sophomore Shelly Stoician, who contributed 15 points.
Irvine was shut down offensively,
shooting only 20 percent in the first
half, and failing to attempt any free
throws in the initial 20 minutes of
play.

Early last week, the Broncos .
visited the University of Southern
California. They lost by a score of
78-59 to the Trojans, but Daugherty
was pleased with herteam 's overall
performance.
"TIle final score is not an indio
cation of the game we played," she
said. "It was a good experience for
us to play USC with its great tradition. We did well."
Boise State began the regular
season on a high note with an 86-60
triumph over Southern Utah State
College. TIle Broncos' defense
caused 31 SUS.C turnovers, accompanied by 33-78 (42 percent) field
goals for BSU. Boise State was
paced by Niki Gamez who scored
18 points in the contest.
The Broncos' first loss of the
1989-90 season came on the fol- )
lowing night against ISU, 69-59,
despite a brilliant game on the part
of Wendy Sullivan who scored21
total points and shot 15-18 from the
free throw line. BSU shot a dismal
28 percent from the field and trailed
by 11 points at halftime.
TIle women Broncos face the
visiting Brigham Young University
Cougars Dec. 9 at 5:30 p.m.

Basketball Tickets
Go on Sale Dec. 18_
Student lind guest tickets for the Jan. 4' conference und home
opener against the University of Idaho will go on sale Monday,
Dec. 18. The game is to be televised live on ESPN.
Student tickets will be sold until Dec. 29, but last year's allotment for the U of I game was sold out in three hours.
Any full-timenSU student is allowed one free ticket, and one
guest ticket for $6. Students must present a.Iall semester
activity card to receive tickets,
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JOB REFERRAL
for BSU students
PIT, FIT, tomp/perm
ADM 124
•
6-5 M-F
385-1745
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BSU International Programs
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New York City
Theatre and Music Tour
Spring Break 1990

ASBSU Judiciary has a
position available for an
ASSOCIATE JUSTICE.
The applicant must be a
. full time student with a
minimum GPA of 2.25.
NezPerce. 2nd Floor, Student Union
12 "'nnn·jpm Mnnd,)' /.: TUrld'I)'

• Days, New York City
• Phantom of the Opera Tickets
• Guided TOUlll New York City
• AiIfere-l...odBing Included
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$736
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38S-329S
CmtloaJaa Ildlo:all<c .....
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1',,,, ileum, 2nd Floor,Studen! Uninn

I2nnnn·1pm Mnnd.y /.:Tuesd.),
S'lIle b"k fnr. 20 minute escape

Application deadline Dec. 8, 1989

Reserve Early ... Enro11mcnt Umited
Call BSU Continuing Education
for free Brochure
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For more information and job descriptions
please contact the ASBSU Office, 2nd floor
. Stude'nt Union or call 385-1440
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Discover the origins of Santa and Rudolph
I'

practice became popular when
Germany's Prince Albert came to
Apple ColloQe Informallon Serv Ice
England in 1836 to wed Queen
Holiday tradi lions arc many and Victoria and brought with him the
varied. And most, especially those custom of decorating trees at Christobserved in the United States, have mas.
The Christmas card
roots in European culture.
It was British civil servant
Germany, for example, gets
credit for the Christmas tree, al- Henry Cole who suggested the idea
'hough it was a prince and a queen of a Christmas card to artist John
in England who popularized the Calcott Horsley. It was printed by
practice of bringing a tree indoors lithography, hand-colored and sold
and decorating it with candles, gin- for a shilling copy in 1843. '
Thc card, and one likc it etched
gerbread men and other colorful
in coppefdesigned by William Maw
items.
And a Briton also gets the kudos Egley in 1842, depicted Christmas
scenes and included wishes for a
for the Christmas card.
But where did all these Christ-. merry Christmas and happiness in
the New Year.
.mas traditions such as mistletoe,
In 1870, when the postcard was
Santa Claus and Rudolph the Redintroduced in England at half the
Nosed Reindeer, come from?
normal postage rate, morcand more
The Christmas tree
The use of the fir tree at this people began sending cards during
\ time of year originated at the winter the holiday season. Mass producsolstice celebrations of the pagan tion of Christmas cards also began,
German tribes in the Black Forest. making them much cheaper and
The ancient Romans used to tie gifts more available to the public.
Mistletoe
to tree branches during their feast
A parasitic plant that thrives on
days.
Although the custom of Christ- different varicticsoftrccs, this plant
has a long history. It was considmas trees was basically a Germanic
one, itdid spread through the Scandi- crcd.Iikc other Christmas greenery
navian countries. Some believe the such as holly, laurel and rosemary,
tradition reached America before it to have a spiritual symbolism.
It was thought to be a cure-all
did England, when Hessian soldiers'
and a powerful charm against evil
who fought during the American
during the days of the Druids, a
Revolution celebrated Christmas.
Although some scholars be- priestly and learned class that dates
Iieve the tradi tion of Christmas trees back to the time of Jesus. From the
'in England came much earlier, the earliest of times, it was never al-

),

(of a red-suited, pipe-smoking, potbellied, red-checked Santa)' that
solidified the movc from the traditional St. Nicholas figure to what
was to become our modem-day
Santa Claus.
_ Rudolph
the Red-Nosed
Reindeer
The little reindeer with th;
bright red nose has indeed gone
down in history .Iargely because of
the popular 1949 song named after
him by composer Johnny Marks.
The song was made famous by
cowboy Gene Autrey.
But the story of Rudolph actually was written 10 years earlier, in
1939, by Robert L. May, who
worked in the advertising depart-

by Owen Sheeran
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lowed inside a church, partly because of its early pagan associations.,
The custom of kissing under
the mistletoe is English in origin
and is thought to have been part of'
ancient folk festivals.
Santa ChlUS
Even though he now makes his
home at the North Pole, where did
this jolly elf, also known as SI.
Nicholas, FatherChristrnasand Kris
Kringlc, actually come from?
For centuries, the Dutch believed in a celebrated figure loosely
based on a fourth century man
named Nicholas of Patara, who was
bishop of Myra in Asia Minor.
Legend has it that SI. Nicholas providcd the dowries for three daughters of a poor man by giving each a

bar of gold and saving the father ment of Montgomery Ward &, Co.
from a life of shame. SI. Nicholas
May was given tile job of developalso became the patron saint of ing a Christmas animal story that
children.'
could be distributed during ChristA seasonal character known as mas by the branches of MontgomFather Christmas has long existed cry Ward's mail order house.
as a folk figure in northern Europe
The story, written in a loose
as well. Known in medieval times, poetic style, was so popular that
he appeared in mummer's plays.
. more than two million copies of the
By the 16111century, SI. Nicho- first edition were distributed during
las had become closely tied with the Christmas season of 1939.
Christmas as one who brings gifts
111e song resurfaced in 1946
to children. During the 17th and and 3.5 million copies were given
18th centuries, Dutch settlers in out. In 1947, the story was pubAmerica brought the legend of SI. lished on a commercial basis. ChilNicholas from their homeland.,
dren ever since have been hearing
But it was Clement Moore's the tale of the little reindeer, who
1923 poem "A Visitfrom St.Nichowent from being laughed at.by all
las" (Twas the Night Before Christ-the
other reindeerto leading Santa's
mas ... ) and cartoonist Thomas sleigh.
Nast's 1860s series of illustrations
o J989. USA TODAY/AwN CoU.,. byonKQ~'OItNdWlNl
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Store Hours:
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Monday - Tuesday 8:00am:' 7:00pm
Wednesday - Friday 8:'OOam~'5:00pm

Saturday '10:00am • 5:00pm
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